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INTRODUCTION

On Novembe r7,2011, UPE submitted a Form A filing to the Pennsylvania Insurance Departrnent

(Department) in which it requested that tlp Department authorize a change in control of Highmark

Inc. (Highmark) to LJPE. As set forth in the Form A, UPE proposed the change in control as part of

a strategy to implement an integrated delivery network (DN). The Form A included an

"Overview of Highmark's Strategic Vision" (see attached Exhibit A) which identified the case for

change in the Western Pennsylvania health care market and a plan of action to crcate the necessary

change. A principal component of the IDN strategy is the proposed afliliation of Highmark with

West Penn Alleglrcny Health System, Inc. (X/PAHS).

ST'MMARY OF STRATEGIC VISION

The purpose of LJPMlighmark's IDN strategy is to prcserve and promotc choice and competition

in the Western Fennsylvania health care market. The strategy involves a multi-faceted approach

irrcluding: sauring access to a'full-service" network of lower-cosq high quality, highly efFrcient

care providers; building pladonms to support carc redesign and cost reduction; promoting the

introduction of innovative carc models and lower-cost sites of trcatment; focusing on improved

coordination of care; rc-aligning provider incentives through new reimbursement models; and

developing new insurance product designs that create incentives for value conscious

decision-making by consumers, coupled with access o the next generation of cost and quality

hansparency tools. The strategy contemplarcs that the IDN will develop support services, such as

physician practioe management capabilities, information technology capabilities and group

purchasing eapabilities, to help providers lower their costs and improve the quality of the care they

provide. The strategy also contemplates that the IDN will develop and enhance relationships with

independent physicians and community hospials, which will complement the IDN's overall goals

and activities. All of these elements of the strategy remain unchanged.



PROFOSED IIIGIIMARK.WPAHS ATTILIATION

As indicated above, a principal component of the LlPVHighmark IDN strategy is the proposed

affiliation betrpeen Highmark and WPAHS. As has been well documented, WPAHS has a rccent

history of financial challenges.

In the spring of 2011, Highmark engaged Alvarez & Manal Healthcare Industry Gnrup, LLC

(A&M) to assist it in assessing the anticiparcd affrliation with WPAHS and to develop a

tumaround saategy for the system. The turnaround plan which A&M developed focused on

specific initiatives or areas at WPAHS requiring attention, such as clinical integration, the

physician organization, corporate services, capital investments and growth and revitalization plans

for each hospital within the system. A summary of the A&M tumaround plan, as it existed in the

fall of 2011, is irrcluded as ExhibitB.

In November 2011, A&M was engaged by WPAHS to assume interim management responsibility

for WPAHS. Since assuming that role, A&M has begun to execute on plans in several of the areas

noted in the tumaround plan it developed while engaged by Highmark, including plans for the

rcopcning of emergency departrnent services at West Penn Hospiul, facility improvements at

Forbes Regional Hospital, physician rccruitment and alignment of corporate services.

To date, Highmark has advanced over $200 million to WPAHS in accordance with the terms of the

definitive afftliation agreement. These advances did notrequire Departnent approval.



DEVELOPMENTS SINCE FILING OF FORM A

On July 13,20t2" LJPE Rled an amendment to the Form A to reflect a number of developments

which had occurred sincc the filing of the Form A. Certain of these developments are described

below.

Chanse In IIPE/HhDIrrrk CEO

On July 17,2012, William R. lVinkenwerder, Jr., M.D., M3.A., was named as President and

Chief Executive Officer of IJPE ard Highmark, succeeding Kenneth R. Melani, M.D., who

previously held the positions. Dr. Winkenwerder is a leading national health carp executive with

experience in medical care delivery, health insurance operations and national health policy. He is

board certified in intemal medicine and has practiced as a primary carc physician. He served as

Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health Affain in the U.S Department of Defense and special

assistant to the administrator for the agency that oversees Medicare and Medicaid for the

Department of Health and Human Services. Dr. Winkenwerder also served as a director of Quality

Assurance at Kaiser Permanente and vice president and chief medical officer for Prudential Health

Care's Southern operations. Since assuming his offices at UPE and Highmark, Dr. Winkenwerder

has expressed his commitment to the srategic vision outlined in the Form A, as the strategy has

been modified with the passage of time as described below.

UPMC Contrac{

On May 2, 2012, Highmark and IJPMC announced that they had rcached an agreement in

principle, and on July 3, 2012, the parties agreed to final tenns on an agreement which assurcs

continued access by Highmark policyholderVsubscriben to all UPMC hospitals and physicians

through December 31,2014, and to certain LJPMC facilities and services thereafter. At the time

the Form A was filed, it was anticipated that conracts between Highmark and certain t PMC

hospitals would be terminated effective June 30, 2012, with a one-year nrnout period. This

termination would have left Highmark policyholders/subscribers without in-network access to the



affected hospitals after the indicated date.

The contract extension between Highmark and UPMC enables Highmark to retain policyholderV

subscribers it otherwise might have lost during the start-up phase. Conversely, projected volumes

at WPAHS will be negatively impacted by the extension as Highmark policyholders/subscribers

continue to have the choice of LIPMC during this phase. Based on the terms of the new contract

with LJPMC, however, Higlrmark iutends to focus on implementing products that provide

policyholders/subscribcrs with the ability to differcntiate the care they seek based on quality and

value, which Highmark projecs will result in increnpntal volume at WPAHS. This will have the

effect of mitigating, at least in part, some of the volume that otherwise would be lost.

The Highmark-LJPMC contract extension does noq however, diminish the need for

uPMlighmark to proceed with implementation of the IDN strategy. While Higlhmark intends to

punue a further extension of the applicable IJPMC contracts for the period following

December 3L,2014, UPMC has publicly stated that it does not intend to renew the contracts, and

there is no assuran@ ttrat such renewals can or will be forthcoming. Moreover, the need to

preserve consumer choice in the Western Pennsylvania market remains an imperative which the

contract extension does not address.

Prooosed Affilladon Between Hlshmark and Jefierson Resional Medlcal Center

On June ll,?nl2,Highmark announced that it had reached an agrcement in principle with respect

to a proposed affiliation with Jeffenon Regional Medical Cenrcr (JRMC), a hospial system in

southern Allegheny County. On August 14,2012, the parties executed a definitive agreement with

respect to dris proposed affrliation.

As part of the JRMC affiliation, Highmark will conribute $75 million to a foundation to serve

community needs in the southern rcgton of Western Pennsylvania- In addition, Highmark will

assur€ the completion by JRMC of several imporant capital projects by providing funding, in an

amount not to exceed $100 million, to cover the costs of the projects to the extent JRMC cash



flows arc insufficient to do so. Highmark also will guarantee that JRMC is able to satisfy its

cunent liabilities, including debt and pension, currently estimated at $200 million. This guaranrce

will have no impact on Highmark's GAAP financial statements. However, Highmark will be

required to establish a liability on its statutory financial statements in an amount equal to lSVo ta

?-Q% of tbe amount guaranteed (i.e., $30 - S40 million).

The affiliation between Highmark and JRMC is not an alternative to the proposed

Highmark-WPAHS affiliation. If the proposed affiliation with JRMC is mnsummated, JRMC

will become another corc component of the IDN envisioned by Highmark for Western

Pennsylvania. It will complement the proposed affrliation between Highmark and WPAHS as

WPAHS does notcurently have full service providercapabilities in the geographic area sened by

JRMC. Thus, a Highmark-JRMC affrliation will fill a potential gap in Highmark's IDN and

enhance WPAHS through the development of clinical partnenhips that will benefit WPAHS'

tertiary services.

The JRMC affiliation is not dependent on the Department's approval of the pending Form A, and

Highmark intends to consunrmate the JRMC fansaction regardless of whether the Form A is

approved. The definitive agroement with JRMC contemplates that, as in the case of WPAHS, if
the currcnt Form A filing is approved, UPE hovider Sub, ttp sole member of which is LIPE, will

become the sole member of JRMC. (See atuched Exhibit C.) If the Form A filing is not approved,

Highmark, or an affrliate of Highmarh will become the sole memberof JRMC.

Other Reccnt lhvdonments

Sirrce the filing of the Form A, Highmark has announced affrliations with a number of large

physician practices, including Premier Medical Associates and Orthopedic Associates of

Picsburgh, and with a number of other smaller grcups and individual physicians. To date,

Highmark has securcd relationships with ovcr lfi) physicians who will participate directly in ttre

IDN envisioned by Highmark. Highmark also has formed Promedix LLIC drb/a hoMed Xchange,

a physician practice management company (MSO), and Protoco Supply Chain Services LIf, a



group purchasing organization (GPO), to provide support services for physician practices and

community hospitals.

Highmark introduced new physician reimbursement methodologies to the market in 2011, through

pilot programs to support the patient centered medical home care model. Highmark anticipates

that it will introduce accountable cale reimbunement models to the market in late 2012. Products

to promde value conscious decision-making on the part of the consumer are in development.

Theseproducts willbe suppofted by transparcncy tools thatalso willbe implemented in the market

latprin?frl2.

Leadershlo of the IDN and WPAHS

During the pendency of the Form A filing, Highmark has taken steps to develop a team of

experienced individuals to run the provider component of the IDN. IDN operations will be led by

John W. Paul, a Pitsburgh health care executive with over 30 yean of experience in provider and

payor operations. Mr. Paul senred as UPMC's chief financial officer and chief operating officer

for many years, and ove$aw the 20 hospitals within ttrc t PMC health system, as well as the

development of IJPMC's health plan.

Mr. Paul has been actively engaged in building a team of individuals to manage various aspects of

tre IDN. Among the persons identified to play a role in this regard are the following:

INDTVIDUAL NAME CURRENT POSITION PRIORE)(PERIENCE

Patricia (Pat) Liebman Executive Vice President,
Highmark Integrated Delivery
Systcm

More than 35 years of industry
experience, including as CEO,
Managed Health Services of
Indiana; founding CEO of
UPMC Health Plan; Senior
Vice Pr,esident, Blue Cross of
Western Pennsylvania; Senior
Manager, Saint Margaret and
Prcsbytcrian University
Hosoitals



Thomas Ken Executive Vice President,
Highmark Integnted Delivery
System

More than 29 years of
experience with Highmark,
including senior management
positions oveneeing
communications, product
development and marketing

Daniel J. kbish Executive Vice President,
Hi ghmark Inte grated Delivery
Sysrcm

Execttive Vice Prresident of
Subsidiary Business,
Highmark; Senior Vice
President of Business
Development, Highmark;
Executive Vice President,
HealtMmerica; Chief
Financial Officer and Vice
President of Administrative
Services, Magee-Womens
Hospital

Bonnell lrvin Vice Presidcnt of Medical
Mall Operations, Highmark

Vice President of Provider
Contracs and Relations,
Highmark; Vice Pr,esident of
ProviderAffain and
Marketing, Garcway Health
Plan

Jacqueline A. Dailey Chief Information Of Frcer,

Highmark Provider Division
Vice hesident for IT
Solutions, UPMC; Vice
President and CIO, Children's
Hospital of Pitaburgh of
I,JPMC

Paul Sikora Chief Technology Officer,
Highmark Provider Division

More than 30 years of
healthcare technology
experience including as Vice
President of Information
Tochnology and
Transformation, UPMC

Mr. Paul currcntly is recruiting for executive level leadcrship to replace the interim management

team at WPAHS following closing of the proposed affrliation with Highmark. UPE anticipates



that a permanent executive management team will be in place within 90 days following closing of

the affiliation.

The IDNand Communitv Hosoitals

UPMlighmark understand the value of community hospitals. Such hospitals play a critical role in

the IDN stmtegy. Community hospitals provide quality care at a lower cost than tertiary hospitals.

Today, too much carc that could be provided in the community hospital setting is being

unnecessarily diverted to higher cost settings. The IDN smtegy is intended to reverse this

situation and to keep care in the community in which it originates whenever possible. UPE intends

to accomplish this objective through insurance product design (Highmark) and enhancements in

clinical operations (provider side operations). It is expected that this not only will provide patients

with more convenient care; it will reduce the cost of care while also enhancing the operations of

the community hospitals.

As LIPE implements the IDN sbategy, it will strive to achieve an important balance betwcen

maintaining convenient aocess to highquality facilities, physicians and other car,e professionals

for patients and avoiding duplication of existing services that drive up demand and the cost of

health care for the community.

The outpatient and ambulatory settings that IJPE is planning to develop are aimed at filling gaps in

oupatient care in the community. UPE s plan is to work with community hospitals and a broad

specuum of providers to identify opportunities to develop more innovative ways (such as

additional oupatient care facilities) to deliver cost-effective care in the most appropriarc settings -
building on existing resources in the community wherever possible.



Second Amended and Restated Bvlawsof Hlehmsrklnc.

Draft proposed Second Amended and Restated Bylaws of Highmark Inc. are attached as

Exhibit D. Section 3.3.2 of these Bylaws sets forth the powenl that are proposed to be reserved to

{JPE as the sole corporate membcr of Highmark following closing of the change of conuol

fiansaction contemplated by the Form A. This section generally provides that the powers set forth

therein and listed as reserved to UPE will be exercised by UPE as the sole corpomte member of

Highmark rather than by the Board of Directon of Highmark. This is a common construct in an

integrated health care system. Under the draft Bylaws, the Board of Directors of Highmark will

retain the powers that must be exercised by a board of directon of a Pennsylvania-domiciled

insurance company under Pennsylvania law.

The proposed Second Amended and Restated Bylaws of Highmark, including the provisions

dealing with UPE s reserved powers, ar€ subject to approval by the UPE and Highmark Boards of

Directors. Such approval will be sought and is expected to be obtained shortly prior to or

contempomneous with closing of the proposed change of control transaction.

MODIFICATIONS TO FORM A

As originally envisioned, ttrc total uPMtighmark IDN strategy was estimated to be

approximately $750 million, of which amount $475 million relarcd to the WPAHS affiliation. As

the strategy has been refined and portions of it have been implemented, this estimate has been

revised, and uPMlighmark now estimate that implementation will be approximately $1 billion.

The increase is due primarily to updated cost estimates for physician practice and community

hospital alignment activities and an incrcase in the estimated cost to enhance outpatient carc

delivery. The table below sets forth the cunently anticipated allocation of expenditures by

purpose. (Note: precise allocations are subject to change over time as developments warrant.)
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PIJRFOSE ESTIMATED E}GENDITURE
(dollan in millions)

WPAHS $475

JRMC $120

Expansion ofprovider
nework (physicians,
community hospitals and
medical malls)

$364

Infrastructure develoPment
(MSO, GPO)

$41

TOTAL $1,000

To datp, Highmad( has expended or committed to expend approximately $740 million of the

amount it anticipates to spend on the IDN smrcgy. With the exception of the $275 million of the

remaining commitment under the existing WPAHS Affrliation Agreement, none of the

expendituredcommitments are contingent upon approval of tlp Form A frling by the Department.

In its amendment to the Form A filing, LJPE has proposed that any portion of the $l billion

Highmark has committed to the IDN strategy but not yet expended at the time of closing of the

change of control (currently estimated to be approximately $365 million) be tansferred to UPE so

that it can continue implementation of the IDN strategy. ttPE also has proposed that Highmark

contribute any provider assets that have been accumulated by it under is subsidiary, HMPC1 Inc.,

to UPE s subsidiary, UPE hovider Sub. While this is not a critical element of the strategy,

IJPE/Highmark believe that these uansfers will simplify implementation and oversight of the IDN

sfiategy as all provider activities thercafter will be held on the provider side of UPE.

Following the closing of thc change of control transaction contemplarcd by the Form A, future

transactions betwcen Highmark and UPE, UPE Provider Sub and their various subsidiaries will be

subject to regulation by the Department in accordance with the provisions of the Pennsylvania

lnsurance Holding Company [aw.
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flNANCIAL PROJECTIONS

As a supplement to its amendment to the Form A, UPMlighmark provided the Department with

certain confidential information showingthe projected financial effects of recentdevelopments on

the IDN strategy, [lPE, Highmark and WPAHS. The following is a summary of the assumptions

and considerations that werc factorcd into the projections, as well as a summary of the conclusions.

Assumotlons and C-onsiderations

Several major assumptions and considerations are reflected in the financial projections:

. Highmark's contracting position with IIPMC - The contract extension betrnreen Highmark

and UPMC rcfened to above requires Highmark to pay higher contracting rates than it had

bcen paying in order to secure in-network access to UPMC facilities and UPMC physicians

through December 2014. As set forth above, although Highmark intends to continue to

pulsue a longer tcnn agroement with IJPMC, t PMC has publicly stated that it does not

inrcnd to renew the conuacts. Accordingly, the projections assume that.uPMC will not

renew the conEacts, and access to certain LJPMC facilities will be terminated, effective

Deccmber 31,2014.

. Highmark's competitive position - As indicated above, the contract extension with UPMC

enables Highmark to maintain parity with its competitors (in the form of accqss to UPMC)

in the short term while the IDN, including Highmark's affrliation with WPAHS, is in its

early stages and is building the capabilities necessary to enable it to deliver a differcntiated

product and customer/patient experience. The projections assume that, by 2016, Highmark

will be able to offer a product that is favorably priced as compared with competitor

products through benefit and reimbursement designs that incent consumers to use and

providers to provide appropriate care in an appropriate setting, with the neaessary effect of

significantly increasing the patient volume at WPAHS. The projections also assume the

ll



avoidance of the higher reimbursement mtes that would be assaciated with a market

dominated by a single large provider IDN.

firc cost of the IDN srategy to Highmark - As was previously mentioned, Highmark's

assumed total investment in the IDN strategy is cunently expected to be approximately $l
billion.

o The turnaround of WPAHS - Highmark engaged Crant Thornton LLP (GT) to complete

financial projections for WPAHS. These projections, which arc discussed in more detail in

Exhibit E, differ from those described in the A&M sunrmary set forth in Exhibit B and take

into account the recent developments described above, as well as the additional

assumptions and considerations listed in Exhibit E.

The financial projections furttrer assume the corporate structure outlined in the Form A filing, as

amended. (See discussion above and Exhibit D.) The projections also assume ttrat UPE and UPE

Provider Sub will become operational on September l, ?-012; that all provider activity that was

initiaed at Highmark through HMPG will be transfened to UPE Pr,ovider Sub; and that Highmark

also will conuibute any portion of the $l billion currcntly allocated to the IDN strategy from

Highmark to LJPE; all as described above.

Conclusions

Based on the above assumptions and considerations:

o UPE - UPE is projected to have a loss in 2O12, due to costs associated with implementation

of the IDN strategy. The projections for Z)13 through 2016 reflect positive net income that

increases over time due in part to the anticipated turnaround of WPAHS and continued

increases in the returns associarcd with investments made as part of the IDN strategy.

Summary financial projections for UPE are provided as Exhibit F.
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Highmark - The projections through 2016 indicate that net income is suff,rcient to keep

Highmark's risk-based capital (RBC) in the range deemed sufficient by the Department,

which is 550-7507o. Management also completed stress rcsting on Highmark's financial

rcsults, assuming various negative factors, and determined that, in these cases, Highmuk's

financial strength would not be materially diminished.

. WPAHS - See Exhibit E for information rcgarding the finarcial projections with respect to

WPAHS.

ALTtsRNATTVE CASE - NO AFIILIATION BEIWEEN IIIGIIMARK AITTD WPAHS

At the request of the Department, uPMlighmark also completed financial projections to estimate

the impact to uPE, LJPE Provider Sub and Highmark if the affiliation with WPAHS is not

consummated (no affiliation scenario).

Assumodons end Conslderaffons

The no affiliation scenario projections assume that Highmark continues to pu$ue the same

corporate stmcture proposed in the PID filed scenario, which includes the formation of UPE and

UPE Provider Sub, and that this stilcture becomes operational on September \ 2A12, The no

affrliation scenario also assumes that Highmark proceeds with the JRMC transaction, with JRMC

becoming a subsidiary of Highmark.

In the no affiliation scenario, Highmark's total investment in the IDN strategy is projected to

remain at approximately $1 billion. Funds that remain to be spent on WPAHS are assumed to be

redirected to other activities that will provide Highmark with the opportunity (albeit a lesser

opportunity) to lower the cost of care in the inpatient and oupatient settings. Similar to the

affiliation scenario, all provider activity that was initiated at Highmark is assumed to be transferred

to UPE Provider Sub as part of this scenario, and all remaining funds to be directed to the IDN

strategy, which are estimated at $640 million, are assumed to be transfcrred to UPE.
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Concluslons

In the no affiliation scenario, the projected prc-tax income of UPE is projected to be lower than in

the affiliation scenario between 2012-?nrc. In addition, Highmark is projected to have fewer

policyholderVsubscriben by 2O16 in the no affiliation scenario, as a rcsult of not having WPAHS

as part of the IDN and as a rasult of Highmark's inability to provide a more highly differentiated

product in the market.

More important, however, in a scenario involving no affiliation with WPAHS, choice in the

provider market will be limited. The provider market will be dominated by one large provider,

UPMC, which will be unchecked in its ability to set the price for access to its network.

Highmark's weakened competitive position, rcduced enrollment and inability to create a

differentiated, value orienrcd product will advenely impact healthcarc consumers' ability to make

value conscious decisions and to mitigate UPMC's higher costs. The price of Highmark's

products will be driven upward by contract increases with limited opportunity to achieve the

savings that were initially pmjected in the scenario involving an affiliation with WPAHS and a

more robust provider network. Higlmark projects that the average annual cost of health care for a

family of four in the Westem Pennsylvania market will be nearly $3,000, or l3?o, higher by 2016

in thc no affrliation scenario as comparcd with the affrliation scenario.
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hnsuant to the requiremens of Section l4O2 of t]rc, Act, LJPE has caused this Addendum
No. 1 to Amendment No. I to th Form A to be duly signed on its behalf in thc City of
Pitsburgh and Commonwealth of Pennsylvania on the ?4thday of August, 2012.

(sEAL)

APPLICANT

By:
Treasurer

Seqetary

CTRTITICATION

Thc undersigned deposas ard statcs that she has duly exocutcd the atached Addendum No.
I toAmendmentNo. I totheFormAdatodAugustZ, ?Al2,fot andonbehalf of
Applicant that she is the Treasurer of such compan$ and that shc is authorized to execute
and file such instrutnent. De,ponent furtlrer statcs that she is familiar with such instnrment
and the contcnts tlrcrcof, ard that the faets therein set forth arc true to the best of lrer
knowledge, information and belief.

Signanrrc: flL
Typed Name: Nanetrc P. DeT[rk
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EXHIBIT A



OVERVIEW OF HIGHMARK'S STRATEGIC VISION

For nearly 75 years, Highmark's mission has been to provide ready access to high-

quality, affordable health care services for the communities it serves' Several forces at wolk

today, emerging principally over the last decacle, threaten Highmark's ability to sustain both the

affoldability and the access components of this mission'

With the advent of federal health reform legislation nearly two years ago, Highmark

began a series of initiatives seeking to restore affordability to health insurance. Specifically,

Highmark began to undertake an effort to transform market dynamics, from a market where the

price and volume of services are determined by how much market power a provider could

exercise to one where price and volume of services are determined by how much value a

provider delivers. Highmark has already launched at least two programs in support of this

transformation. One, a pilot, tests the concept of an accountable care organization' where

providers assume more accountability for managing the cost of care. The other, a program called

euality Blue, has been in the market for a number of years and seeks to link clinical quality to

reimbursement for provider services. Approximately three percent of Highmark's

reimbursements are linked to several quality metrics at the present time'

Highmark's vision is simple and compelling: sffucture reimbursements to providers on

the basis of how well providers perform these services, measured by quality and customer'

satisfaction: Do providers adhere to the best evidence available? Is the clinical outcome

favorable? Did the patient have a satisfying experience? This reimbursement structure, known

in the industry as "pay for performance" or "P4P," is intended to be combined with a set of tools

providing the consumer with the knowledge, tlansparency, and freedom needed to n:ake well-

informed decisions regarding whether, and from whom, to obtain health services. Accordingly,



Highmark no longer intends to simply negotiate prices with providers, but rather intends to

create the market conditions for a much more efficient exchange of dollars for services. These

new market conditions, once developed, are intended to empower both physicians and consumers

to make much better decisions, to focus on the rapidly growing area of outpatient services (now

close to gTTe of all costs in the commercial population), to sharpen the vital role of the secondary

acute care hospitals, and to restore positive choice at the tertiary acute care level.

Consistent with this strategy, Highmark approached UPMC, the single largest provider

system in western Pennsylvania, in early 2010 with a proposal to engage it in a contract based

principally on the terms described above: linking payments to a demonstrated ability to deliver

high-quality services and to create an exceptional customer experience for Highmark's

policyholders and subscribers. UPMC lefused to entertain the proposal and, instead, demanded a

ZyVo increase covering its entire revenue base (including physician fees and hospital fees for both

commercial and Medicare Advantage products). This demand would translate into a 40Vo

increase for the subset of UPMC facilities with contracts currently up for renewal (Magee,

presbyterian-Shadyside, Passavant, McKeesport, Northwest, Horizon, Bedford and St.

Margaret), or an increase of approximately $400 mitlion per year by Highmark's calculation. If

Highmark were to meet this demand, it believes that employers and individuals in western

pennsylvania would experience an approxim ately 7Vo increase in commercial premiums solely

attributable to the UPMC contract position'

While Highmark attempted to engage UPMC in a new reimbursement structure, the only

other health system in the region with comparable tertiary services, West Penn Allegheny Heaith

System,Inc. ("WPAHS"), was experiencing growing financial troubles. WPAHS's bond ratings

were downgraded and Highmalk became concerned that WPAHS was approaching the point



where it would violate its bond covenants. WPAHS also announced that it would close one of

the largest acute care facilities in the region. In light of these developments, Highmark began to

consider ways that it could assist WPAHS.

Upon becoming aware of discussions between Highmark and WPAHS, UPMC

announced that it would no longer contract with Highmark. UPMC has accumulated provider

assets and physicians in western Pennsylvania over the last decade and now controls over 557o of

all healthcare provider capacity in Allegheny County by Highmark's count. UPMC's position

creates a fundamental issue of access to UPMC facilities for Highmark. Highmark needs to take

action to assure that its policyholders and subscribers will have access to lower cost, high quality

providers in the event UPMC is no longer in the Highmark network.

Having witnessed the disruption that a major Chapter 11 bankruptcy filing had on

providers, policyholders and subscribers, and the overall community a decade ago, and in light of

the threat by UpMC that it will not enter into new contracts for hospital and physician services,

Highmark now faces a situation where over 597o of its inpatient providef network capacity

(ItpMC and WPAHS) in southwestern Pennsylvania (Allegheny, Beaver, Butler, Westmoreland,

Washington Counties) is at risk. In some locations within the region, the percentage of

Highmark inpatient provider netwolk capacity at risk is even higher; for example, where a

UPMC or WPAHS facility is the only hospital in reasonable proximity to a

policyholder/subscriber. It is in this conrext that Highmark is seeking approval to affiliate with

WPAHS as part of a broader strategy to preseile and assure for the future long-term access to

affordable, ggh-quality health care including both hospital and physician services for its

policyholders and subscribers.



Highmark provided $50 million in funding support to WPAHS in June 2011. This

intervention, however, only preserved a fragile financial status quo for a limited time. Highmark

needs to affiliate with WPAHS now to stabilize the situation more pelmanently and in so doing

to preserve WPAHS as an essential choice in the market and as the anchor to a higher-

performing network based on the efficient market principles described above: pay for

performance, transparency, and value-based exchange of services for dollars. When the

affiliation with WPAHS is complete and other elements of the strategy are in place, Highmark

policyholders and subscribers in western Pennsylvania will see four major benefits.

. Lower Preniunzs. A vibrant WPAHS will give Highmark's policyholders and

subscribers access to high-quality healthcare services built around a commercial product

that will be less expensive than any product that includes UPMC at the conhact rates it
demanded. Implementation of Highmark's sftategic plan, including improvernents in the

care delivery model to assure better quality and better patient experience, should result in

an ability to control the healthcare costs which drive premium increases.

. More transparency and, ultimately, higher tluality. WPAHS and other community

hospitals already have agrded to engage in a quality-based reimbursement system linking
payments directly to quality health care provision. This new payment system, the quality

metics of which will be broadly available to every policyholder and subscriber for

evaluation, will induce providers, including community hospitals, to adhere to the highest

standards of medicine and to ensure that the policyholder/subscriber knows much more

precisely what he or she is consuming and what the cost of services will be'

, More choice of, and access to, providers. Preserving the financial integrity of WPAHS

will permit policyholders and subscribers and patients from all insurance carriers (not just

Highmark) io have greater access and choice in western Pennsylvania. Aetna, Cigna and

United Health, for example, also have contracts with WPAHS.

. More integrated care and better subscriber experience. By creating a system which can

coordinate health insurance and health provision and by introducing reimbursement

stluctures that reward care coordination and the patient's experience, Highmark will
creare an organization that improves the overall satisfaction and clinical outcomes of its

policyholders and subscribers when they seek care.

Even if UPMC were to change its contracting posture toward Highmalk, the need to

maintain provider choice in the western Pennsylvania market will remain, not only for

Highmark's policyholders and subscribers, but for the benefit of all other insurers (e.g.,



Medicaid, Medicare, national carriers) and their policyholders and subscribers. This balance is

essential to a well performing health services market. Fol reasons presented below, only a direct

affiliation between Highmark and WPAHS will provide the degree of structure necessary to turn

around WPAHS's financial condition, improve the WPAHS care model, and restore a basic level

of choice in the western Pennsylvania provider market on a timely basis.

A. The imperative for change in the western Pennsylvania delivery system and

Ilighmark's vision and strategy for promoting this change.

The growing costs of health care in western Pennsylvania have nade health insurance

increasingly unaffordable for a larger percentage of individual and employer populations

resulting in a growing number of uninsured. In the last decade alone, health insurance premiums

in western Pennsylvania have increased at arate greater than 6Vo Per year while wages and

salaries have only increased 2-3Vo per year. Highmark believes that this unsustainable growth in

healthcare costs has several root causes: the exercise of market power on the part of providers

leading to steep reimbursement increases; reimbursement methodologies encouraging

overutilization of health services and encouraging the use of higher cost, not lower cost, settings

of care; provider system strategies leading to redundant overinvestment in physical assets and

clinical technology; and benefit structures that do not encourage value-conscious consumption of

services on the part ofpolicyholders and subscribers.

Highmark's vision and strategy for addressing these issues has two critical elements:

. For providers, Highmark envisions a multi-pronged approach to achieve a

positive impact on practice patterns. Four provider imperatives constitute

Highmark' s provider network sfiategy:

1. Re-aligning physician incentives through new

reimbursement models.



2. Securing access to a "full-service" network of lower-cost,

higher quality, highly efficient care providers that both

share in the vision of improving the care model and are

willing to enter into alternative contract relationships and

make investntents, where appropriate, to promote the

adoption ofnew protocols and/or alter care offerings.

3. Promoting the introduction of innovative care models and

lower-cost sites of treatment.

4. Building platforms to supporl care redesign and cost

reduction within the provider community.

All of these imperatives will need to be addressed in order for Highmark

to fully achieve its vision of affordable access for its policyholders and

subscribers.

For policyholders and subscribers, Highmark will develop products that

create incentives for value conscious decision-making and will support

policyholders and subscribers in making these decisions by providing

access to the next generation of cost and quality fransparency tools.

Highmark believes that these actions, taken together, will help to control costs, increase

quality, maintain continued choice and access, and improve the overall policyholder/subscriber

experience. Specifically, Highmark believes that policyholders and subscribers will benefit

ultimately in several ways:

. Highmark will avoid the approximately 77o increase in commercial

premiums which Highrnark calculates would have resulted from UPMC's

contract positions, thus improving affordability of health insurance.

Premiums rnay still increase, but they will increase less than had

Highmark met UPMC's contract demands.



B.

Consumers will have more provider choices overall in the marketplace and

improved access to providers regardless of the health insurer they choose'

Consumers will benefit over the longer tetm from a market

transformation. They will be less likely to face premium increases driven

by providers with market power and they will be permitted to make

informed choices about which provider offers the greatest value.

Why this change needs to happen now.

The urgency behind the decision to affiliate with WPAHS is a function of three recent

UPMC's posture in recent rate negotiations and its threat to withdraw

from Highmark's network is discussed above. Either possibility

(substantially increased reimbursements leading to higher premiums for

policyholders and subscribers or withdrawal from the network), combined

with the specter of a financially troubled WPAHS, could compromise

Highmark's ability to fulfill its mission, by either increasing premium

costs beyond affordability, disrupting access, or both'

wpAHS has expressed a willingness and desire to engage in new

reimbursement and transparency practices that will help to control costs,

enhance quality, and improve customer satisfaction, thereby accelerating

the transformation of the market.

National healthcare reform will be fully implemented whereby Highmark

wiil need to offer products costing less, through a state-based exchange in

events.



C.

two years. Consumers in other states like Massachusetts, which has

implemented a similar set of reforms, have demonstrated that they prefer

insurance products that are l\-I5Vo less expensive even if the provider

network excludes several hospitals and doctors'

Why llighmark's affiliation with WPAHS is the most effective way to accomplish

this change.

. Highmark has the tools necessary to ensure a robust turnaround for

WPAHS without resorting to reimbursement increases (e'g., ability to

realign reimbursement incentives, align independent physicians, deploy

shared service Platforms, etc.).

WPAHS has asserted its willingness and eagerness to engage ln

Highmark's new approach to reimbursement, consumer engagement'

choice and ffansparency.

A direct affiliation reduces traditional barriers to speedy and effective

implementation of these changes.

TIIE IMPERATIYE FOR CI{ANGE AND
HIGHMARK'S VISION FOR THE FUTURE

The need for a new approach to the market and Highmalk's decision to pursue the

affiliation with WpAHS stem from Highmark's conviction that the current market structure, the

recent pattern of provider consolidation and the cunent model of care delivery are increasingly in

conflict with the mission of ensuring policyholders and subscribers, employers, and the broader

patient community long-term access to an open network of affordable, high-quality providers.

The impending changes in the environment induced by healthcare reform will exacerbate these



challenges by altering the means by which health insurance is underwdtten, priced, and

distributed. Accordingly, Highmark believes a fundamental change in the role of the provider

(deliver-ing value, not just volurne) and the consumer (making informed decisions about who

delivers the best value) is necessary.

A. Why the Current System Needs to Change

As the national debate over healthcare has highlighted, the curtent fee-for-service

reimbursement methodology has led to perennial increases in provider costs without a

corresponding increase in quality or positive consuner experience. A recent study by Milliman,

for example, showed that the percentage of a family's income spent on health care in the

pittsburgh metropolitan area is the highest of twelve comparable areas across the nation.

Highmark believes that many well-documented reasons for this result have been identified,

including the incentives for utilization that fee-for-service creates, the fragmented nature of the

delivery system, the lack of transparency and information for patients and policyholders and

subscribers, and the need on the part of providers to subsidize lower-paying patients.

Highmark believes that similar structural factors are making insurance increasingly

unaffordable in western Pennsylvania. In the last 5 years, Highmark has experienced an annual

tr-end of medical cost increases of 6.67o (versus 2-3Vo tncrease in the Consumer Pdce Index)

despite efforts to manage utilization and negotiate lower provider rate increases. Highmark

believes this is a typical result in a market dominated by a large provider which can lead to

behaviors such as overutilization, movement of services to higher reimbursement locations,

building of unnecessary facilities, and requests for unreasonable reimbursement increases.

UPMC has been an active consolidator in the last 10 years (largely though hospital acquisitions,

employment of thousands of physicians, and extension of key clinical specialties like oncology



into the community in ways that promote dependency even on the part of the remaining

"independent hospitals"). This consolidation, in Highmatk's view, has resulted in market power

that in turn leads to excessive reimbursement demands, which would result in much higher

premiums for Highmark's policyholders and subscribers.

Highmalk also believes that there are three other, less obvious, reasons for the escalation

of health care cost increases:

1. Provider overutilization and inappropriate settings of care

The fee for service reimbursement structure defining the industry for decades is one of

the major conftibutors to this utilization pattern. Most providers benefit financially from

performing additional services, Highmark estimates, for example, that for services such as

clinical laboratory diagnostics and radiology, its policyholders and subscribers utilize upto 65Vo

more services than comparable, risk adjusted regions in the mid-Atlantic area'

In addition, many decisions about the location at which a patient receives care are made

without a full understanding of the cost and quality implications. For many services, Highmark

believes that the setting can be a major determinant of the cost. For example, ambulatory

surgery services performed in a hospital are typicaliy 50Vo morc expensive than the same

services performed in a stand-alone center; diagnostic imaging is 457o less expensive when

performed in a free-standing imaging center compared to a hospital; urgent care is delivered at

roughly half the cost in an urgent care setting compared to a hospital emergency rooln'

Approximately 177o of all emergency room visits can be addressed by a free-standing care

facility, which is typically two-thirds less costly than hospital-based emergency rooms.

In the future, Highmark intends to design products with cost sharing incentives to

encourage value-conscious decision-making by policyholders and subscribers. Highmark will
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engage in a pay-for-perfolmance reimbursement system with WPAHS and other willing

providers that considers both utilization rates and cost differences between hospitals and other

settings. Through its transpalency tools, Highmark will give poticyholdels and subscribers

information to help them determine the best value when choosing providers. By providing

actionable data on both quality performance and cost of a provider, they will have the

opportunity to choose the highest value providers. These providers will also likely benefit from

higher patient volume, as they become recognized as being associated with delivering higher

quality at lower cost. In addition, Highmark estimates that medical costs can be reduced by 2-

6Vo simply by redirecting to appropriate, lower cost settings, while assuring quality and likely

improving the patient experience.

2. Overinvestment in physical assets and clinical technology

Highmark believes that, in a market where supply is not value-driven and consumption is

not value conscious, the providers with the greatest market power can charge higher prices and

use the surplus from these high prices to "overinvest" in unnecessary physical assets, which, in

turn, causes them to require even higher reimbursement levels. Hospital systems often invest in

the latest technology, even if that new technology does not lead to improved outcomes justifying

this cost. In turn, those hospitals and the physicians they employ have an incentive to utilize this

new equipment, effectively increasing utilization and overall service costs. Input costs to the

system (e.g., drugs and medical devices) often follow similar patterns, with continued innovation

and patent protections leading to accelerated inflation relative to other sectors. These costs

represent sources ofinflation that do not create value for policyholders and subscribers or the

broader patient community, meaning that insurers can mitigate inflation without negative impact.

For example, Highmark's information indicates that orthopedic implants nationally account for
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approximat ely 20Vo of episode costs for total knee replacement, and vary by up to 33Vo across

knee implant types. Inappropriate matching of implants is estimated to cost the healthcare

system in the U.S. $200 million per year. Encouraging physicians to utilize more cost-effective

though comparable quality implants and appropriately match the implant to the clinical situation

should reduce episode costs considerably.

3. Lack of value'conscious consumption

Consumers have not historically been given the tools to make informed, value-conscious

decisions about whether, and from whom, they will procure health services. The basic benefit

designs embedded within health insurance products have also failed to encourage proper

evaluation on the part of the consumer, and this laises costs for all policyholders and subscribers.

Accordingly, Highmark is now combining efforts to engage the consumer more deeply,

introduce much greater transparency into the market for provider services, and develop products

that financially reflect the differences in value in the marketplace. Under Highmark's sffategic

plan, consumers will be offered products at a more economical price point resulting from

incentives to consumers to use the highest value providers.

Highmark already has several tools in the marketplace or under development to

accomplish this goal: (1) "Provider Search" permitting a policyholder/subscriber to conduct side

by side comparisons of providers and to identify which tier of cost a provider is in; (2) "Patient

Experience Review" giving policyholders and subscribers access to other patients' reviews and

comments of specific providers and institutions; (3) "Out of Pocket Cost Estimator" permitting

patients to clearly understand the personal financial obligations and quality tradeoffs associated

with going to one provider versus another. Other, related tools are under development as well.
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At no time will Highmark force a consumer to select one provider over another. Rather,

Highmark intends to enhance choice based on value.

B. Highmark,s strategy to Address Affordability and Access Issues

Highmark understands these issues and has developed a comprehensive strategy to

address these dynamics. This strategy includes changing the delivery of care via a new

reimbursement approach that encourages providers to use the most cost-effective venue fof care,

adhere to evidence-based standards of care, and deliver superior outcomes by reducing such

issues as unnecessary re-admissions and post-surgical infections. Highmark's strategy is focused

on driving value for the consumer; that is, assuring high quality at an affordable price' From a

policyholder/subscriber perspective, the strategy includes providing transparency regafding

differences among providers with respect to cost, quality, patient experience, and overall value

so that policyholders and subscribers can make informed choices around their healthcare

services. This strategy should enable Highmark to deliver a lower cost, higher quality product in

the marketplace for its policyholders and subscribers when the strategy is fully implemented.

CONCLUSION

A Highmark-WPAHS affiliation will represent the coning together of two organizations

dedicated to common goals and objectives, including changing the way in which health care is

delivered to their customers and patients. Both are cbmmitted to improving the quality and

affordability of health care and enhancing the patient experience through collaborative

relationships with physicians and operational excellence. Highmalk believes that an affiliation

with WpAHS will result in a stable integrated health system which will be a valuable community

asset offering high quality, lower cost health services across the continuum of cale.
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Report Limitations

This redacted report (this "Report") was prepared and made available at the explicit request of

the pennsylvania lnsurance Department. This Report is a redacted version of the original report

(the "Original Report") prepared by Alvarez & Marsal Healthcare lndustry Group (A&M) for

Highmark, lnc. ("Highmark") on November 4,207L (the "Report Date") pursuant to the terms of

engagement between A&M and Highmark. This report has not been reviewed, adopted or

endorsed by West Penn Allegheny Health System. lt is solely and exclusively a Highmark

report. Each reviewer of this Report must note that this Report does not contain all of the

contents of the Original Report and A&M provides no representation or assurance that the

information removed from the Original Report does not result in a materialomission the

inclusion of which would make the statements contained in this Report not misleading.

ln addition, A&M has not updated any of the lnformation contained herein to take into account

any developments since the Report Date or any other facts or assessments that may have

changed or been found to have been inaccurate since the Report Date.

THEREFORE, THIS REPORT IS MADE AVAILABLE FOR TNFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY AND

SHOULD NOT BE RELIED UPON BY ANY PERSON OR ENTITY TO MAKE ANY DECIS]ONS OR

ASSESSMENTS WITH RESPECT TO THE MATTERS DESCR]BED HEREIN.

In addition, this report remains subject to the "Report Limitations" disclaimer included in the

Original Report, which reads as follows:

This'report is based on information that has been provided by West Penn Allegheny Flealth

System ("WPAHS', the System" or the "Company") and A&M has relied, and is relying, on

the accuracy and validity of the information supplied by the Company without seeking to

independently verify that information. In the course of preparing this report, A&M had

limited access to WPAHS senior management and facilities.

The nature of the transaction, due to certain regulatory factors, restricts the ability of the

parties to collaborate in an effective manner and therefore. much of the desired information

could not be exchanged. Since the related Affiliation Agreement was under negotiation while

this report was being prepared, the further limited information sharing between the parties

pre-closing was expected. Although changes dictated by health care reform were considered,

their impact is not fully known at this time'

Therefore, A&M does not attest to the accuracy and completeness of the information provided

by the Company or any other information (whether communicated in writing or orally)

delivered, transmitted or made available by A&M to you. This report does not constitute an

audit, and A&M has not audited ariy information provided by the Company. Further, the work



involved did not include a detailed review, and cannot be expected to identify errors,

irregularities or illegal acts that may exist. The report does compile information provided by the

Company. Actual financial results of the Company may differ materially from projections

provided by the ComPanY.

Limitations of Access and Distribution

This Report has been prepared exclusively for the sole benefit and use of Highmark pursuant to

the terms of engagement, dated February lO,ZOI1, between A&M and Highmark'

A&M does not accept or assume any liability or duty of care for any purpose to you or to any

third parties to whom this report is shown or into whose hands it may come save where

expressly agreed by our prior consent in writing. A&M makes no representations or warranties

regarding the accuracy of the conclusions contained in the Report or conveyed during

discussions relating to this Report. This Report shall remain subject to each of the conditions,

limitations and assumptions stated within the report'



Executive SummarY

A turnaround of the west Penn Allegheny Health System is possible through an affiliation with

Highmark - an entity equally dedicated to the not-for-profit and community missions of WPAHS

and a commitment to a change in the way health care is delivered. Highmark has the vision,

capital and resources to invest immediately'

An affiliation provides an opportunity for WPAHS to benefit from the current integrated

delivery networl< strategy and investments Highmark has independently decided to make

across the region. While the financial and delivery system innovation investments Highmark is

prepared to make will give $PAHS the opportunity it requires, commitment, action and

meticulous follow through by WPAHS will also be required for these benefits to be realized and

sustained. short-term tactical decisions must be made to support long-term strategy'

The suggested plan contained herein recommends a top-line revenue and capacityfocus, while

containing costs. Activities and initiatives with longer-terrn focus are strongly suggested to be

temporarily placed on hold so that the entire organization can get aligned behind a turnaround

plan, and understand and address "burning platform" issues which support the longer-term

strategy. Limited and easily understandable goals and measurement criteria should be defined

and made transparent to all key stakeholders'

A prioritization of immediate steps (first 100 days) and then longer-term (first year and then

beyond) is recommended. As there will be some period of time between the signing of the

Affiliation Agreement and closing, WPAHS should address key issues in the best interest of the

System for short-term viability and building towards long-term sustainability. Such issues could

include:

o commencing "facelift" projects at Forbes Regional Hospital (FRH)

o Aligning cost structure and finalizing re-opening plan of West Penn Hospital (WPH)

o Developing and implementing action plans for financial, operational, physician

alignment and reporting issues within the Physician Organization (PO) and across the

System

o Finalizing clinical service line development plans across the System

o Completing master facility and "stacking" plans at Allegheny General Hospital (AGH)

As more is learned during the regulatory review period, additional strategies and tactics should

be developed to put WpAHS on a course to be a financially viable and high quality, lower cost

health care resource to the community. Critical components should include:



o Corporate Organization: lmplementation of expense reduction opportunities

o Physician Organization: Rebuild infrastructure

o AGH: Preparation for growth

o WPH: Renovation and recapitalization to reopen

o FRH: Addressing the competitive threat

oAlleghenyVat|eyHospital(AVH):Aligningwithlocalemp|oyers

. o Canonsburg General Hospital (CGH): Rebuilding primary care base

The momentum that can be gained by the immediate action steps and planning during the

period after signing of the Affiliation Agreement witl be critical for the turnaround of WPAHS'

Through commitments made in the Affiliation Agreement, both WPAHS and Highmark are fully

dedicated to turnaround WPAHS'

The two parties should, simultaneous to WPAHS turnaround efforts, undertake an intensive

post-acquisition integration planning exercise. such planning should include wPAHS system-

wide reconfiguration of clinical service lines to meet strategy affiliation objectives, corporate

organization strategy and joint recruitment and ihtegrated delivery system strategies'





eontext for Assessment

As part of their integrated delivery system planning process, Highrnarl< engaged A&M on

February LO, ZOLLto conduct a high-tevel assessment of WPAHS. Understanding the value of a

robust, financially viable and high quality health system to its integrated delivery system,

Highmark tasked A&M to develop a prototype turnaround plan for WPAHS. A&M used market

and volume projections developed by Highmark and their engaged professional consultants as

placeholder data within the turnaround plan. These combined efforts are contained within this

document for Highmarrs use in deliberating the structure and extent of a potential relationship

with WPAHS.

The A&M Approach

For more than 25 years, A&M has been at the forefront of restructuring, turnaround and

performance improvement. Our teams have worked on high profile restructuring, turnaround,

and interim management engagements. Members of our Healthcare Industry Group are

experienced in leading, advising and providing interim management to health systems during

turnaround, restructuring and acquisition transition periods. As Chief Restructuring officers

and interim management at multipte clients, current A&M professionals have stabilized the

situation and organized asset management, while developing and implementing consensual

turnaround plans to rebuild smarte6 leaner organizations with revitalized balance sheets and

long-term vision for sustainability and growth.

Turnaround engagements are different than restructuring in that they occur before financial

conditions have triggered lender action or such that the organization has come to a decision

point of declaring bankruptcy or closing. Generally speaking, a turnaround plan is undertaken

when warning signs of financial and operational performance challenges persist and there is

recognition that the approaches and solutions of the past will not be sufficient to right the

organization for a sustainable future. They are a preventive step to avoid restructuring or

closure, but are often no less encompassing in the depth and breadth of change undertaken.

The A&M approach to turnaround engagements involves establishing an unbiased fact-base at

the start, yielding pragmatic recommendations and implementation plans that enable clients to

affect positive, sustainable change. We believe identification of immediate actions and goals

builds momentum and stability, while simultaneously developing next steps and stakeholder

buy-in. The pace is unrelenting in the initial phases of a turnaround, creating a sense of urgency

and difference from the past. Our dedicated team of executives brings a commercial approach

to health care services while understanding and respecting the needs and demands of patients,

physicians, caregivers, and their communities.



Successful turnaround efforts share many of the same characteristics: prioritization,

communication, accountability, and leadership. ln order to make an impact in a short period of

time, the organization must recognize it can only focus on and achieve a limited set of key

priority objectives. The initial focus should be on the areas resulting in the greatest leakage of

value. The plan must be easy to communicate at all levels and include objectives,

responsibilities, timing and key metrics. Each stakeholder (physician, employee, board member'

etc.) must understand their role in contributing to the success of the turnaround. Clear lines of

authority, progress reporting and communications are balanced for efficiency and

effectiveness. Care must be given to not get bogged down in reporting, tracking and the

minutiae of project management. Finally, a clear chain of command in which communication,

accountability and responsibility are shared across the organization facilitates unambiguous

deadlines, deliverables and targets; all driving towards results.

A&M recommends the characteristics of a successfulturnaround be implemented at WPAHS to

prepare for a sustainable future, with or without Highmark'

Situation AnalYsis

WpAHS has a strong community mission, accomplished clinical history and dedication.to

medical education and research. The System also has a history of financial struggles which

has not improved during the past ten years, despite initiatives by various leadership and

management teams. The WpAHS Board recognizes that the challenges being faced today:

declining volumes, changing physician relationships and lack of infrastructure and

programmatic investment can only be overcome by a strategic affiliation with an entity

equally dedicated to preserving access to quality health care in southwestern Pennsylvania'

This affiliation cannot be an effort to restore WPAHS to a glorified version of its past; it must

embrace the changing landscape of health care delivery systems and reimbursement

mechanisms and become a recognized innovator of integrated, quality care'

Despite the challenges, WpAHS has key strengths indicating it is a system worth reinvigorating

for the benefit of Highmark policyholders and subscribers and the communities of

southwestern pennsylvania. This System, out of tradition and necessity, has maintained quality

and service on par with or better than local competitors, at a lower cost structure.

As an example, Press Ganey (April 2011) reports that wPAHS as a whole enjoys higher patient

satisfaction ratings than that of the largest competitor in the market, UPMC' Both

organizations, however, have room for improvement'

Similarly, the Core Measures and readmission data from both systems show they are below

national average, but for the cost structure, WPAHS is delivering comparable care at a lower



cost. A goal of the affiliation and the turnaround of WPAHS is to continue to raise the quality of

care while maintaining lower cost.

An affiliation between Highmarl< and wpAHS must address the challenges of the system head-

on while reinforcing its strengths.

t. Limited lnvestments

wpAHs has been able to make only limited capital improvements to the physical plant of the

five hospitals over the last ten plus years. lmportant projects lil<e the renovations of the

Emergency Departments (ED) at CGH, FRH and AVH were only possible as opportunities for

public funding or philanthropy presented themselves. A small number of strategic projects like

the intensive care unit (lCU) projects at AGH and faqade repairs at AVH have been undertaken

with very limited capital. Use of funds from Highmark could bring facilities back up to

competitive standards and enhance facilities to accommodate new/different services'

Lack of resources has also resulted in limited advertising and marketing. The lack of investment

in creating a marketing presence is a significant factor in the System's image and brand equity

in the marketplace not matching the quality and breadth of services that it offers' A

wPAHS/Highmark partnership could provide a vehicle by which an accurate message regarding

the quality and services offered can be distributed'

2. Phvsician Orsanization

Similar to WPAHS, the physician organization represents the coming together of five

organizations. The integration of these organizations has been a slow process' hindered by a

change in leadership and a lack of infrastructure systems. Preparation foran affiliation with

Highmark spurred WPAHS to bring interim leadership into the PO. This team was charged with

assessing and addressing financial, operational and personnel issues. Highmark and the Po

interim leadership are coordinating the development of a strategy and investment efforts' to

the extent possible in the current environment'

3. Debt

wpAHS is highly leveraged relative to its net asset position, with over s8o0M in long-term debt'

Long-term debt to total assets ratio is more than twice the S&P benchmark medianl. However,

SZSoVt in Allegheny County ZA}TArevenue bonds are at fixed rates ranging from 5'000% to

5.375%and a manageable annual level of debt service of about Ssovt annually'

t s&P Not-For-Profit Healthcare Median Ratios
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The System also has floating rate restructuring certificates ("FRRC'), an obligation originating

from the AHERF bankruptcy settlement. This indenture has no required principal or interest

payments unless cash levels over 105 days are achieved (L05 days translates to greater than

S45OM of unrestricted cash based on FY 11 daily operating expense). The total FRRC liability is

approximately 5+gN/| as of April 2011, including contingent accrued interest'

Days cash on hand (DCQH)was 50.5 as of June 30,2O!7, down from 70'9 atJune 30, 2010' with

2.15 debt service coverage (DSC).

Through increased volumes and other initiatives resulting from a partnership with Highmark,

improved financial performance should strengthen wPAHS',s ability to service its debt'

4. Crpital Expenditures (CAPEX)

capital investment was underfunded between 2005 and 2010, with WPAHS spending on

average approximately S66M per year or about LOO% of depreciation on CAPEX (see table

below). Capital spending was stronger in FY lL at S108M or approximately 1-80% of

depreciation'. Thislargerthannormalexpenditurewasenabledinpartbyutilizingmuchofthe

remaining project funds from the 2007 bond issue primarily for AGH and information

technology requirements supporting compliance with Medicare/Medicaid "meaningful use"3'

(smos)

FY 05

FY 06

FY 07

FY 08

FY 09

FY 10

FY05 - 10

FY 11

54,823

55,384

81,605

94,017

45,55t

55,981

63,329 87%

67,667 706%

62,450 737%

67,379 74n%

74,273 63%

74.286 75%

AA+IO AA-

A+to A-

BBB+tO BBB.

Speculative

aM.8%

134.2%

1:o8.9%

83.6%

398,361

108,312

403324 99%

50,507 179%

Historic capital spending was not consistent or strategic, with many infrastructure and

equipment replacement and maintenance needs deferred'

t 
Table sources: wpAHS Audited and Internal Financial statements and standard & Poor's Not-for-Profit

Healthcare Median Ratios 2010.
3 The Amerlcan Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 specifies three main components of Meaningful Use: 1)

The use of a certified electronic health records (EHR) in a meaningful manner, such as e-prescribing. 2) The use of

certified EHR technology for electronic exchange of health information to improve quality of health care' 3) The

use of certified EHR technology to submit clinical quality and other measures'
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As part of Highmark's provider initiatives, platforms in health information exchange (HlE),

electronic health records (EHR) and electronic medical records (EMR) are being developed for

use within its integrated delivery network. WPAHS could both benefit from and support these

platforms, providing seamless information exchange, efficiency, and opportunities for

enhanced qualitY of care.

WPAHS Financial Performance

The chart that follows shows WPAHS financial results trended negatively from 2005 through

2008, including a significant downward restatement of patient revenues in 2008. wPAHS

Management retained a professional consulting firm in 2008 with the charge of assisting them

in pursuing labor productivity, supply chain and revenue cycle improvement initiatives'a

Operating lncome Trend a

By ZOLO,the System had succeeded in improving labor productivity and reducing its cost

structure, but volume continued to trend down in large part due to physician attrition. Despite

a operating tncome Trend and Inpatient Discharge Trend source: FY 05 - FY 10 Audited Financial statements, FY

11 internal financial statements' WPAHS internal statistics'

".S """" tr$ C ""e "*t "d)
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Iower patient volumes, the labor and cost reddction initiatives enabled the System to generate

approximately $ssvt in EBIDA and trim its operating loss to about szovt in FY L0.

In August 2010 services were significantly reduced at WPH as part of the Urban Consolidation

plan undertaken by WpAHS. The ED closed on December 3L, 2010. The objective was to shift a

large portion of the wpH market share to AGH, but the volume loss as a result of the service

consolidations exceeded projections. As programs at wPH closed, the odd mix of services that

remained were unrelated and non-synergistic. lnpatient discharges dropped 15% between

20j.0 and 201L, from 7z,g6}to 62,095. The large volume decline was a significant contributor

to the increased operating loss in FY 11. The loss was most significant in the PO'

Looking at the period from FY 08 forward, recognizing the concerted effort of management in

Fy 0g and Fy 09 to reverse the downward trend of financial performance, the statement of

profit and loss (e&L) demonstrates the improved operating performance in FY 09 and FY 10'

Related to the volume trends described above, net patient revenue grew from FY 0B through FY

10, but dectined between FY 10 and FY 11 primarily due to reduced service offerings at WPH

and the loss of key physician practices across the System. The strategy appears to have been

inadequate to put the System on a viable financial track for the long-term'

Focus and Approach to WPAHS Turnaround

A&M was engaged by Highmark to conduct a financial and operational assessment of WPAHS

during the time leading up to signing of the term sheet, and later the Affiliation Agreement

between the two parties. A&M assessed WPAHSs baseline performance, studied major

liabilities and identified underlying factors driving key challenges and successes (as previously

discussed). lnterviews with some stakeholders within the WPHAS organization were

conducted, a high-level operations assessment was undertaken, and financial projections

were built and stress-tested. Findings and recommendations regarding the potential

affiliation were vetted with Highmark leadership. This groundwork provides the basis for the

prototype turnaround plan presented herein-

Highmark has committed to affiliating with WPAHS as one part of HighmarKs product and

network strategy to preserve access, choice, affordability, and improve the quality of care for

its policyholders and subscribers through evidence-based medicine and an integrated delivery

system. Long-term goals for WPAHS in concert with HighmarKs provider initiative have been

established, which need to be finalized and implementation plans developed by

representatives of the respective companies. Highmark recognizes the time sensitive nature

of the actions needed to stabilize wpAHs for financial viability and continued access to quality

health care and choice in the southwestern Pennsylvania region.
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The design used for this turnaround plan is meant to stimulate WPAHS's growth and ability to

compete in the regional market, moving away frgm its current trajectory of contraction and

retrenchment. This would be a fundamental change in strategic direction, one that was

considered overwhelming and beyond reach by the leadership of WPAHS without intervention

by a third party. Highmark was deemed by wPAHS',s leadership to offer access to capital and

patients as well as innovation to the integration of delivery networks with a mission focus that

other organizations would not be able to provide. With a direct relationship between Highmark

and WpAHS, system accountability for high-quality care while reducing the unnecessary use of

resources could be coordinated and implemented in a streamlined effort'

In A&M's view, Highmark and WPAHS must be absolutely aligned in the need to:

o Maintain and grow volume at all WPAHS locations

o Invest in programmatic development and capacity, while reducing the overall cost of

care, especially in "shared services"

o Stabilize the leadership and align with physicians to establish WPAHS as a provider of

. choice

These needs represent the focus of this prototype turnaround plan and will be addressed to

varying degrees in each of its seven components (see graphic below). Timing of efforts need

to be prioritized based on their estimated contribution to volume growth and financial

stability.

While long-term sustainability will require the significant changes possible after closure of the

affiliation, A&M has concluded that immediate action to address financial challenges will be

required by WpAHS during the regulatory review period. These steps include significant

infrastructure investment and major physician alignment efforts which WPAHS should

implement regardless of the future status of the Highmark affiliation. Joint planning between

Highmark and wPAHS should also occur to the extent possible.

Allegheny General HosPital

Forbes Regional HosPital

West Penn HosPital

Altegheny ValleY HosPibl

,olnt Fods WPAHS Oukomes

Volume Growth

Stabili:ed Financials

Quality Redu@d Coststructure

Volume rstrengthenedClinlclProgramsandPresence
opeEtlons r Evlden@ Based Medlcine

Physician Allgnment Reportl ng TEnsPare ncy

FacilitY/EquiPment UPEEdes

lnseased communltY Awarene5s

Integmted Delivery Network
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The wPAHS PO was identified during the assessment to require a greater level of intervention

(i.e. restructuring), for its long-term success and that of the System' Leading up to the

Affiliation Agreement, WPAHS chose to act and install interim management within the Po as

of Septemb er L,:2oL:-,as an immediate step toward defining responsive leadership and

building trust within the provider community' This interim management team is currently

conducting a thorough review of the organization'

Goals for a turnaround of wPAHS have already been established by both parties: long-term

financial stability and sustainable volume growth. The next steps from analysis to action to

stabilization to return on investment will be a long-term evolving process' Building a

foundation of clear vision, unified and effective leadership and transparent processes will be

required as part of meetingthese goals. communication plans should be an integral

component of all initiatives, updating the patient, employer and provider market of wPAHS's

strengths and service offerings on an on-going basis'

Volume growth could be achieved through inputs by both Highmark and WPAHS' Current

gaps in facility capabilities and services throughout wPAHS should be addressed to meet

consumer need and complement the integrated distribution network strategy of Highmark'

wPH should be reinvigorated with needed medical and surgical specialties' lnvestments will

need to be made in FRH infrastructure and services to mitigate competitor advances into its

primary service area long-term. Reopening of wPH is reportedly critical due to its location

and importance for the broader Highmark network. WPAHS is expected to be able to leverage

impact from Highmark consumer choice product design and brand for increased volumes'

Targeted capital investments should be made and focused on expanding ambulatory

capability and improving inpatient technology. wPAHS coriorate shared services should be

reassessed against best practices, and information technology initiatives by WPAHS and

Highmark should be prioritized toward achieving federal meaningful use incentives to WPAHS'

Management service organization (MSO) offerings should be further developed and deployed

by Highmark for employed provider use as well as for leasing to other independent provider

partners to serve as a common platform for better integration, managing information'

improving quality and outcomes and lowering cost'

Longer-term strategies for WpAHS should focus on maintaining and continually improving

high-quality care and stabilization of financial footing so that regular investments are made in

infrastructure and programmatic services to meet the evolving needs of the market'

The prototype turnaround plan presented has limitations. lmplementation is the key to success

of any plan. The success of the plan will be based on leadership and active day-to-day

management of initiatives supporting the plan. The skills and competencies of various

ma.nagement personnel will be as important as the resources provided for successful
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implementation and should be bolstered as needed. Senior leadership at WPAHS should be

engaged to help refine the final components of an adopted plan to gain acceptance and their

alignment in implementation. Responsibilities should be assigned and a timeline finalized.

lmplementation should commence commensurate with a deeper dive into the operational and

financial status and needs of each component of the System.

ln summary, Highmark plans to invest S400M in unrestricted payments and loans to WPAHS

over five years within strategic components of the System with the goal of preserving and

transforming health care services for policyholders and subscribers. Simultaneously,

Highmark will invest in and build an integrated delivery network across southwestern

pennsylvania - of which WPAHS will be one component of a multi-pronged strategy.

The following description provides additional detail of the prototype system-wide initiatives

and facility specific plans that could be implemented (or are underway) to address stability

and sustainability needs and to integrate WPAHS into Highmarl<'s broader strategy.
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Stabilization - The First L00 Days

Purpose of a "100 Dav" Plan

A "100 Day', plan is an approach to get an organization aligned behind a set of goals over a

short period of time (goals and strategic frameworl< are necessarily identified prior to this

period). The first 100 days of any transition, whether a turnaround or restructuring, merger

or acquisition or integration, is crucial to establish a prioritization of both short- and long-term

tactics, organize efforts during a period of uncertainty and identify the needed path beyond

this timeframe. By implementing this process, it creates a greater sense of urgency

throughout the organization for coltaboration and rapid action. Planning of this type shortens

the time to decision-making and focuses resources on "quick wins" to promote confidence in

the overallstrategy. A "rapid response team" can be considered as part of the

implementation process to ensure that there is a method to quickty respond to requests for

capital, approvals to proceed with change, barriers, and other opportunities which may

present across WPAHS. Through continUoUs communication, implementation of "100 Day"

plans improves transparency in goals, tactics and reporting for buy-in and commitment by key

stakeholders. By having a clear focus for the first three months, time is protected to fihalize

and socialize plans for sustainable change and integration beyond this initial period' Success

of a "100 Day" Plan is based on visible leadership, consistent communication' active

management and resources to support the plan'

Highmark has separately outlined its provider initiative framework and the role WPAHS plays

in the success of that strategy. While the more common merger between two hospitals or

integration of one hospital into a health system focuses on building the infrastructure and

consolidating the operational and functional activities, the affiliation process between insurer

(Highmark) and health system (WPAHS) is focused on strategic alignment' Because this

strategic alignment is dependent on the successful turnaround of wPAHS and capitalizing on

any financial improvements and performance efficiencies that can be made both within the

system and through the affiliation, the "100 Day" plan and longer-term strategies should fuse

these foci.

Highmark management and Board have expressed their commitment to the financial and

operational turnaround of this System. The potential priorities identified to date for a"L00

Day" plan should be both system-wide and component specific. System-wide, service line

planning and quantification of potential impact of each service line should be accelerated and

completed. The capacity of the care delivery system should be determined and right-sized,
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resulting in a matching of resources and facilities to system needs. Tactics to improve

performance of and achieve expense reductions in shared services should be identified and

implemented. performance and savings estimates can be quantified during the first 100 days'

This prototype turnaround plan (including the first 100 days and long-term) can be organized

around keY asPects oi WPAHS:

o PhysicianOrganization

o Clinical lntegration

o SYstem-wide

o AlteghenY General HosPital

o West Penn HosPital

o ForbesRegionalHosPital

o AlleghenY ValleY HosPital

o Canonsburg General HosPital

o CorporateOrganization

o Long-Term Planning

Phvsician Organization

within the Po, internaland externalfinancial and operationalperformance benchmarking

should be completed during the first L00 days after the signing of the Affiliation Agreement.

Gaps in organizational support structure should be filled (to the extent possible) in order to

increase accountability and effectiveness. ongoing losses should be stemmed as part of

efforts to restore physician confidence in leadership. An assessment of system expenses

applied to the po should be undertaken for an accurate understanding of the overallfinancial

status of the Po. Reporting tools should be developed, with the first metrics and results

distributed within the first 100 days. The restructuring of the PO, along with the development

of a physician strategy and aligned primary care providers should be key priorities'

Clinical lntesration

Across WpAHS, the service line strategy should be completed during the first L00 days after

both parties have signed the Affiliation Agreement (system-wide and faEility specific)'

Delivery system capacity should be determined, matching resources and facilities to clinical

needs. The going forward plan for consolidation and/or exit of service lines across the System

should be finalized, with first steps taken at first opportunity.

opportunities to lower the overall cost of care by driving down unit costs should be identified

and developed into actionable plans, as appropriate. Methods by which improved service and
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access can be achieved, with concierge level standards as the goal, should be reviewed.

lmportantly, existing quality dashboards for core measures, re-admission rates and the lil<e

should be revised for standardization across the System, for ease of completion and use and

transparency. Several tools can be used for these purposes, creating an efficiency in which

key data is reviewed for timely resolution of issues. First, a cost per unit of service

assessment, utilizing different metrics for nursing and non-nursing services, can drive

ef.ficiencies down to the cost center and procedural level. A daily monitoring and floor report

by service can track daily, weekly and monthly activity, forecasting against actual. Finally, a

plan should be created for every new initiative proposed. Such plans include the various steps

of the recommendation, a timeline, and a financial review for return on investment. Each

facility should implement these tools for local and system wide tracking'

Among the facilities, the top priorities for the first 100 days should include the finalization of

the reorganization plan of each to meet the overall delivery system needs'

E At AGH, this should include completing the master facility "stacking" plan to fully

transition the facility befitting a quaternary service provider and preparing to

accommodate the additional volume from a Highmark network without UPMC.

a At WpH, the cost structure should be aligned with the long-term role/vision for this

facility within WpAHS. The operational plan to reopen WPH should be fully developed,

vetted, budgeted and communicated to key stakeholders'

u For FRH, the internat and external "facelift' project should commence immediately to

ensure completion by June 2OL2,in anticipation of the opening of the UMPC East

facility.

Corpo rate Orga nizatio n

The identification of a cost-effective model for shared services as well as efficiency

opportunities should be undertaken. During the first 100 days, an assessment of centralized

processes across WpAHS should be conducted. Outsourcing and in-sourcing potentialfor any

contracts to manage or supply support services should be explored. Any resulting plans to

right size and place services should be socialized among key WPAHS managers and physician

leadership.

Long-Term Planning

Development of longer-term tactics should be ongoing. System-wide, plans should be

developed to tackle key areas such as: operations, infrastructure, personnel and integration

with Highmark and other components of the Highmark strategy. Within operations, plans to

increase patient volume at the most appropriate sites of care and to address any capacity

constraints should be examined. Longer-term tactics related to infrastructure should include
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refinement of facility and service line capital investment plans. Personnel foci in the long-

term strategy should include recruitment of permanent leadership and management aligned

with the integrated provider network at Highmarl<.

Worlcing groups should be established early in the 100 days, with accountability beginning

simultaneously. These working groups will have clear lines of reporting both up to leadership

and downstream to key stakeholders. Progress towards goals should be monitored regularly.
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Longer-Term StrategY

The following component descriptions of a turnaround plan represent the disclosed current

thinking on potential longer-term strategies for each, recognizing their interrelatedness.

Loosely, longer-term strategies of a turnaround plan represent months four through twelve

(following the first 100 days). While the plans outlined are a potential course of action, as the

project g'ets underway, plans will be necessarily subject to change with the ultimate goal

(beyond the initial twelve month period) of system-wide financialviability, quality care and

compatibility with the Highmark integrated delivery system in mind. Assessment and progress

made during the first 100 days should inform longer-term strategies and tactics for each

component.

System-wide components, such as a physician organization or a corporate organization, can

require additional planning, extensively coordinated implementation and usually take longer

to recognize lasting benefit due to the complex relationships across the system and affiliation

impacting success. Potential areas of focus for these components in the four to twelve

months following the signing of the Affiliation Agreement are discussed below.

Physicia n Orga nization

As previously noted, WPAHS engaged interim management on September 1, 2011to help

administer the Physician Organization in concert with existing WPAHS leadership. With

WpAHy permission, the early findings and actions within this organization are included in this

document.

The WpAHS pO currently employs approximately 550 physicians and 1,700 support staff. A

strong physician base is critical to the future success of the WPAHS and as such, steps should be

taken to ensure and enhance the viability of this investment.

The turnaround of the PO should be a vital part of the larger plan to reinvigorate WPAHS. A PO

should be expected to support a robust and viable continuum of care, build trust in the

physician leadership, and ensure alignment of employed and community physicians with

WpAHS. Tactical plans focusing on enhancing professional leadership, improving financial

diligence, understanding the operating losses, analyzing physician compensation models,

evaluating revenue cycle management, expanding information technology, and exploring

business development opportunities should be prioritized'

En hance Professional LeadershiP

The management team has committed to providing open and frequent communication with

physician leadership regarding financial results and building adequate infrastructure for a
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5400M enterprise. The organizational chart will be revised to create Po-specific reporting

relationships which interface with wPAHS leadership, and create accountability for functions

such as Accountin& Finance, Revenue cycle and operations' Business Development functions

will be created to work closely with the aligned community hospitals for WPAHS to provide

needed practitioners and to extend certain clinical capabilities to the Highmark neiwork'

working groups have been formed with representatives from each service line to coordinate

and strengthen clinical programs and to help channeltertiary/quaternary referrals'

lmprove Financial Diligence

Through tUrnaround efforts, more discipline should be built into the process of budgeting and

the development of financial projections. This includes proper allocation of hospital costs

versus PO costs (i.e. medical directorships, teaching responsibilities, and other related

responsibilities in service to the hospitals). The process should ensure that there are clear

explanations and justification for revenue and cost allocations (including Po administrative and

system-wide services).

The financial reporting process needs to be robust and more transparent so that physicians and

administrators can access financial and operational performance data and trends through the

Allscripts Sunrise EPsi solution in real time. The increased availability of information and data

should provide an important perspective to physicians and business leadership on key

perlormance indicators such as productivity'

Understand Sources of Losses

understanding the underlying causes of the ongoing operating losses is critical to a Po

turnaround. once the sources of the losses are better understood, specific action plans should

be created to address the issues. The goal for implementation of these plans is to lay the

groundwork for developing a culture of continuous improvement within the PO' Regular'

structured meetings can provide an opportunity for management and physicians to more

formally collaborate on performance improvement initiatives, whether in the form of revenue

im p rovement opportunities or cost red uctions'

The CARTS method (i.e. Clinical, Administrative, Research, Teaching and Service) of analyzing

time consumption should be implemented to ensure proper compensation for clinical services

provided to the System and other agreed upon duties'

consideration should be given in the development of revised compensation models to balance

productivity, service, and quality measures that incent behavior and actions required for

wPAHS success and alignment with HighmarKs delivery network strategy' The success of any

new model is dependent on parallel execution of a transparent reporting plan, described
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earlier. Management must provide regular interval and cumulative data. The increased visibility

gives physicians a perspective on projected compensation levels based on current activity.

Increased transparency, improved communication, better management and aligned

productivity/compensation are intended to inspire and motivate the physician community.

Leadership's espoused goals are to instill the culture of teamwork with the physicians (both

employed and independent), to remove as many obstacles as quickly as possible and to deliver

the highest quality, most cost efficient health care available. The PO is critical to the success of

the WpAHS/Highmark affiliation and the initiatives presented have been designed to

strengthen and enhance the organization.

Corporate Orga nizatio n

A&M does not have the benefit of an insider perspective to contribute to the development of

an action oriented turnaround plan for the corporate organization of WPAHS. A final

turnaround plan for the complete WPAHS organization will benefit from the first 100 day -

activities to obtain such detail. The information that follows is based on key stakeholder

interviews, data provided by WPAHS staff and prior experience in other health system

turnaround environments.

Under prior management, extensive system-wide (shared) services yere created with the goal

of consolidating operations and leveraging these services over a larger platform. Volume

contraction at the facilities does not appear to have triggered an appropriate sizing of shared

services.

A review of the shared services model for each function should be explored during the first 100

days. The level of local versus corporate control and the level of required standardization drive

decisions related to centralization versus decentralization. Based on a thorough assessment,

the most cost-efficient and effective delivery modelshould be designed and/or redesigned to

ensure adequate levels of support are delivered to the entities of WPAHS without redundancy.

With in-depth analysis of each of the corporate organization areas completed, implementation

plans for maximizing efficiency and effectiveness of the corporate organization should be

developed for roll-out during the fourth through twelve months following the signing of the

Affiliation Agreement.
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Facility Specific eomPonents

The discussion that follows provides an outline for consideration of longer-term efforts to turn

around WPAHS in keeping with the identified goats: system-wide financial viability, quality care

and compatibility with the Highmark integrated delivery system. The following information

reflects potential efforts based on high level assessment and experience in other turnaround

situations. Each turnaround is unique, and the long-term plans appropriate for WPAHS can only

be developed with full cooperation and engagement of wPAHS leadership and management for

a thorough assessment during the first 100 days following execution of the Affiliation

Agreement.

Attegheny General Ftospital Growth Plan

An immediate long-term plan for AGH should be to reduce the hospital's cost structure' The

hospital shoutd develop strategic clinical programs, and medical and surgical inpatient services

worthy of increased referrals. A plan should focus on promoting AGH's capable service offerings

within the community by marketing existing services, recruiting additional physicians who offer

new services, developing referral networks and continuing to improve clinical quality'

Long-term goals for AGH should include adoption of evidence-based medicine practices,

strengthened integration with the broader WPAHS and Highmark provider community, further

improvements to clinical services through physician recruitment, full utilization of health

information exchange opportunities and continuous performance improvement'

Capacitv and Utilization lmprovements

Capital investment at AGH should primarily be used to renovate and expand capacity for

additional patients and high acuity programs. A master facility plan for AGH needs to be

completed in order to prepare to accommodate the anticipated additionalvolume while at the

same time reorganizing operations for shifting service lines and maximum efficiency. Simple

cosmetic renovations for enhanced patient satisfaction should also be prioritized.

Focused Clinical Services

AGH currently serves both low and high acuity patients, who compete for beds and ancillary

services. Costs of care for lower acuity services are greater when sharing the infrastructure and

staffing needs of high acuity services. Through the turnaround, AGH needs to complete the

transition to beihg a regional quaternary facility. Non-quaternary services such as ambulatory

surgery, breast imaging and diagnostics, minimally invasive surgery etc' may need to be

redistributed to lower cost facilities and providers within the WPAHS network as AGH volume
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grows. Patient flow, throughput processes and administrative functions at AGH can then be

refocused on high acuity patient needs, patient safety and infection control, reducing

duplication and "dual tracK' services.

Expansion of quaternary services should include a redesign of the ED and development of an

urgent care track !o help improve throughput. "Treat and release" patients can be identified

and appropriately referred at triage as a streamlining initiative. Patients arriving with low

acuity, but inpatient needs could be treated and transferred accordingly - based upon

protocols and census. Quaternary services should be enhanced by the development of

specialty clinics for diseases such as adult congenital heart disease and hypertrophic

cardiomyopathy.

The Western Pennsylvania Hospital Reopening Plan

The reopening of WPH should be a critical component of HighmarKs commitment to

revitalizing the System. The reopening of the ED and returning selected medical/surgical

programs to WPH can provide additional access and an alternative for Highmark subscribers in

the area.

The initial goal of a WPH turnaround plan should be to "stem the bleeding:'with an immediate

focus to improve the financiat and operational performance of the hospital. This could include

the redeployment of unused resources, right-sizing the cost structure, physician recruitment

and positioning the Women's and Infants'service line for future growth. The obstetrical unit

and NICU will need to be expanded to accommodate additional deliveries, which should further

increase if UPMC is out of network. For the longer-term, WPH should be a fully functioning

community hospital. This community hospitat should include an ED, general medical/surgical

inpatient units, easily accessible ambulatory surgery, and centers of excellence in breast and

inflammatory diseases, and other low to moderate acuity clinical activities.

Forbes Regional Hospital Revitalization Plan

The revitalization of FRH should be another critical component of HighmarKs commitment to a

turnaround of the System.

A plan should present a blueprint for the immediate future as well as a long-term strategy

geared to ensure the viability of FRH in a competitive market.

Potential lmmediate Steps to Ensure a Competitive Edge

FRH has filed an application for Level ll Trauma designation. FRH should be fulty dedicated to

reaching this objective in action and committing resources to this end. The capabilities this



designation represents will help to ensure FRH remains uniquely positioned in the market. The

Level ll Trauma designation should also heighten awareness of the FRH capabilities and services

within the greater communitY.

A turnaround plan should also include a priority of a'"facelift" to refresh the campus.

Long-Term Service Distinction

Over the long-term, after-hours and weekend clinical diagnostic and support services should be

augmented to reaffirm FRH as a full service provider of ambulatory services' This could

differentiate FRH and create additional relationships with Highmark subscribers in the

community.

Specialty clinics in heart failure, cardiojmetabolic disease and women's heart disease are

currently under consideration for development as another differentiation tactic and to further

augment the continuum of care in core services. Trauma and residency programs could be

augmented (as needed) to advance FRH tertiary capabilities.

Alle-Kiski Medical Center Integration Plan (dba Allegheny Valley Hospitall

AVH is a profitable facility within WPAHS and could become more so in a Highmark relationship.

lnpatient services include psychiatric care as well as geriatric psychiatry, cardiology, orthopedics

and oncology. AVH provides a moderate intensity of services with a focus toward employer-

related programs. Efforts at AVH shoutd aim to increase ambulatory programs and volume in

primary and secondary markets, supporting a more robust and respected WPAHS reputation

and long-term viabilitY.

A WpAHS turnaround plan should include development of ambulatory services linked to AVH,

expansion of the occupational medicine program at this facility and increasing market

awareness of these programs.

Over the long-term, AVH could be coordinated with Highmark to align its clinical service

offerings to meet the needs of consumers looking for limited, but high quality and convenient

coverage - often the "self-insured" market. Such alignment is also expected to be attractive to

future enrollees of the insurance exchange.

Facilitv Upsrades

AVH currently has the largest inpatient market share within a primary market of any of the

WpAHS facilities at37.9%.s WPAHS has already begun to renovate the facility's facade. The

t 
WpAHS Decision Support, Source: Pennsylvania Health Care Cost Containment Council 2010 (Thomson - Reuters)
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interior is also in need of a facelift to remain competitive and to attract both providers and

patients. Inpatient and operating room should be addressed to handle the potential increase in

volume.

Catering to the Ambulatorv Service Population

A predominant focus of a turnaround plan for AVH should be to enhance ambulatory services,

with the intent to improve patient experience and lower costs for both the patient and the

provider. Currently, greater than 60% of AVH admissions come from the ED. A full analysis of

referral patterns and community demand should be undertaken, with consideration of

resources across the integrated Highmark network. Changes to existing and future services

should be implemented accordingly. WPAHS has plans to develop a vascular service line for

this specific market, complimenting the quaternary cardiac services under development at

AGH. The occupational medicine program is also slated to be expanded and promoted at AVH.

Promotion of Existing Services

AVH services include an underutilized Joslin Diabetes Clinic, which is currently not marketed. As

part of the future ambulatory emphasis at AVH, this nationally recognized clinic should be

promoted to and made available through the Highmark network of physicians and

p o I icyhol de rs/s ubscribe rs.

Canonsburg General HosPital

CGH is the smallest inpatient facility within the WPAHS network, and considered to provide

,,low intensity" services which include a 15 bed rehabilitation unit. The facility has a strong

focus on health education and preventative care that reflects a commitment to wellness and

health improvement. Local market payor mix characteristics for CGH are among the best for

all of the WPAHS facilities. CGH needs refinement around service line focus and capacity in

order to take advantage of this fortuitous positioning. Turnaround efforts at CGH could be

developed after the initial strategies at other facilities are underway.

Alignment of Clinical Services

Long-term goals for CGH should focus on aligning services offered at this facility with other

locations within the Highmark network. Operational improvements which could be considered

in order to promote increased volumes could include expanding anesthesia services to support

the additional sub-specialty surgeries, orthopedic and neurosurgery inpatient procedures.

Additional physicians would be needed to bolster gynecologic services at CGH.

Together with Highmark and WPAHS, CGH could benefit from enhancing and expanding the

primary care networl< through both affiliation and employment. Alignment of additional
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primary care physicians should drive volume to the conveniently located CGH. With a strong

payor mi& a service line analysis should be undertaken to ensure the future use of this facility

meets and attracts consumer demand.
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l{ighrnan!< Strategy and Expected Volume

As previously described, increased volume is the most critical component of a WPAHS

turnaround plan. Hospitals and hospitalsystems are all capital intensive and have high fixed

coststhataccountforalargeshareoitotalexpenses. Therefore,arelativelysmallchangein

volume up or down can have a significant impact upon unit costs and incremental

profitability. WPAHS' historical focus on improved productivity and ratcheting down its cost

structure has been a difficult challenge in the face of continually declining volumes, as few

health systems can react quickly enough to maintain profitability in this environment'

The System is well positioned to generate stronger margins through the anticipated increase

in patient volume that would result from a Highmark relationship and a well defined

turnaround plan. As the major payor in the region, Highmark has a unique interest in offering

products that provide consumers with choice, transparency tools and leverage WPAHS' lower

cost advantage. The chart below provides a comparison of the average cost per inpatient

discharge adjusted for relative outpatient activity and case mix index. lt shows that WPAHS

had an overall cost advantage in FY 10 compared with UPMC of about 5I,374 or 23To, and its

quaternary institution AGH had a cost advantage over Presbyterian / Shadyside of

approximately $2,004 or 30%6.

Cost per Discharge (cM A. oP Adiusted,2010)

UPMC
Average

57,253

WPAHS

Average

S5,879

*& s$ .&'
*uou

o(i $.d""

t 
Data sources: Medicare FY 2010 cost reports and CMS FY 2O1O Final Rule Case Mix Index
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tncrementalvolume growth could be expected to come from several initiatives, including but

not limited to:

o Consumer Choice - subscriber and physician incentives through product, benefit and

reimbursement design that would provide a greater value proposition (higher quality,

lower cost and better service) than the competition'

o Reinvigorated West Penn Hospital- restoringtargeted clinicalservices and reopening

the ED would offer a community hospital alternative to residents living or working in

areas of urban revitalization (e-g. East End neighborhoods)'

o Strategic Execution - focused investment in marketing high quality programs/services

and facility/equipment upgrades that would make the hospitals more attractive and

competitive (i.e. FRH facelift and upgrades).

o phvsician Alisnment -strategies that could return former WPAHS physicians to the

System and offer independent physicians an alternative practice environment. These

tools could help to better align subscriber and physician interests, promote health and

wellness, allow sharing of critical medical information and prevent unnecessary

utilization of health care services.

Success in generating enhanced market share through the volume-related initiatives described

above is projected to generate improved financial performance within the hospitals and PO of

WpAHS. Detailed financial analytics were prepared (and submitted to the PID) to estimate the

improved profitability of the organization resulting from additional operating revenues,

expenses and capital investments. Sensitivity analyses were prepared to understand the

potential range in outcomes of financial performance that could occur atvarying levels of

success. The financial projections assume that promoting, enhancihg and developing the

quatity, cost and customer service advantages at WPAHS will lead to an improved patient

experience for Highmarl< subscribers and all other patients. The financial projections also

assume that success in accomplishing this important goal is imperative to restoring market

share and improving financial'performance at WPAHS.

Capital investment is an important aspect of accomplishing the goal of providing world class

quality and customer service. Highmark has made a substantial financial cornmitment to this

plan of 5400M over four years. The financial projections include strategic infrastructure

improvements, equipment additions and information technology investments designed to

enhance the patient experience, enhance capability and improve quality and efficiency of

service delivery.
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SECOND AMENDED AI\D RESTATEI)
BYLAWS

OF
HIGITMARK INC.

ARTICLE I

Name

1.1 Name. The name of the corporation is Highmark Inc. (the "Corporation"). The

Corporation may do business under such other names as may be determined by the Board of
Directors.

ARTICLE II

Offices

2.1 Resistered Office. The registered office of the Corporation shall at all times be

within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania at such address as may be established by the Board

of Directors.

2.2 Business Offices. The Corporation may have business offices at such places

permitted by law as the business of the Corporation may require.

ARTICLE III

Members

3.1 Members. The members of the Corporation shall consist of two classes, namely

(i) [Ultimate Parent Entity], a Pennsylvania nonprofit corporation (hereinafter, the "Corporate

M"-b"f); and (iD the persons who from time to time constitute the Board of Directors
shall be the sole members-e*the

all rights, poweni and duties afforded sueh

n Section 5103

of the PennsylvaniaNonprofit Corporation Law of 1938 (15 Pa.C.S.A. $ 5l0l et seq'), as

amended (the'Nonprofit Corporation Law").

3.2 Meetings and Actions.

3.2.1 To the extent that, as , any actions

may or are required to be taken b , Board of Director

meltings or urtioor taken in lieu of such meetings, as the c€$e may be, shall be deemed to be
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3.2.2 The Chief Executive Officer of the Corporate Member shall be entitled to

vote on behalf of the Corporate Member in accordance with the authority granted to the Chief

Executive Officer of the Corporate Member unless the Corporate Member notifies the

Corporation in writing that another officer is authorized to vote on behalf of the Corporate

Member.

3.3 Powers.

3.3.1 tor Members.

oq'et and o deternrine the

requisites for persons of low income eligible for benefits under the Corporation's health care

plans, subject to approval by the Insurance Commissioner of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania.

diree+ermembers-'

3.3.2 Reserved Powers of the Comorate Member. The following rights and

powers shall be reserved to the Corporate Member and be exercised in accordance with these

Bvlaws:

will comprise the Board of Directors ofthe Corporation:

Executive Officer:
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variances therefrom:

Corporation Law.

ARTICLE tV

Board of Directors

4.I powers and Duties. Subject to Section 3.3 of these Bylaws, all powers of the

Corporation rnat U" *t"a in the Board of Directors, which shall have charge, control and

management of the property, business, affairs and funds of the Corporation and shall have the

poweiand authorityto perform all necessary and appropriate functions not otherwise

inconsistent with these bylaws, the Articles of Incorporation or applicable law. Subject to

Section 3.3 of these Bylaws, and without limiting the generality of the foregoing and except as

otherwise may be ptonid"d in these Bylaws, the Board of Directors shall have full power and the

duty:

4.I.1 To set policies and provide for carrying out the purposes of the

Corporation;

4.1.2 To make rules and regulations for its own govemance and for the

governance of the committees appointed by the Board of Directors as provided herein; and

4.1.3 To adopt and amend from time to time such rules and regulations for the

conduct of the business of the corporation as may be appropriate or desirable.

4.2 Number/Oualifications.

4.2.1 The Board of Directors shall consist of such number of persons as the

Corporate Member may determine, but in no case less than twenty-one (21) or more than thirty-

six (loy, including the individual then serving as the Chief Executive officer of the Corporation,

who shall be a director during his or her term of offtce (the "Ex-Officio Director").
ll
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4.2.2 No individual may be elected to the Board of Directors unless the

individual is eligible to serve on the Board of Directors pursuant to applicable law, the Articles

of Incorporation and these Bylaws. Each director shall be a natural person of at least l8 years of
age and a resident of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

4.2.3 At no time shall the Board of Directors be less than 50% subscribers who

have coverage under contracts issued by the Corporation and who are generally representative of
broad segments of subscribers covered under contracts issued by the Corporation, whose

background and experience indicate that they are qualified to act in the interests of such

subscribers and who (or whose spouse) does not derive substantial income from the delivery or
administration of health care.

4.2.4 The directors shall be divided equally into three (3) classes so that one-

third (1/3) of the aggregatenumber of directors (or as close as practicable to one-third depending

on the aggregate number of Directors) may be chosen each year.

4.2.5 The Board of Directors shall be divided between the number of directors

who are Lay Directors (as hereafterprovided) and the number of directors who are Professional

Directors (as hereafter provided) so as to assure as closely as is practicable that seventy-five
percent (75%) of the total number of directors are Lay Directors and twenty-five percent Q5%)
of the total number of directors are Professional Directors. The Ex-Offrcio Director shall be

connted in arriving at the number of directors who areLay Directors or the number of directors

who are Professional Directors, as the case may be.

4.2.6 To be eligible to serve as a Professional Director, an individual must be a

health service doctor (as defined in 40 Pa.C.S.A. $ 6302(a) (each such person, a "Health Service

Doctor") and a party to one or more professional provider contracts with the Corporation.

4.2.7 At least a majority of the directors shall be persons whom the Board of
Directors has determined are "independent directors" withinthe meaning of such term as defined

in the listing requirerhents of the New York Stock Exchange or such other requirements as the

Board of Directors may approve- Notwithstanding the previous sentence, considering the unique

relationship of the Corporation with providers of health care, aperson's status as a Health
Service Doctor in and of itself shall not cause such person to be considered to be lacking
independence. No director, other than the Ex Officio Director, shall be an offrcer or employee of
the Corporation or any entity controlled by the Corporation.

4.2,8 Any person who is, or ever has been, subject to an order of a court or the

Securities and Exchange Commission prohibiting such person from acting as an officer or
director of a public company shall not be eligible to serve as a director.

4.2.9 No person who is seventy-five (75) years of age or older may be

nominated or re-nominated for election or re-election as a director. Any director who reaches the

age of seventy-five (75) shall no longer be qualified to serve as a director after the next arurual

meeting of the Corporate Member.
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4.3 Election and Term.

4.3.1 The Ex-Officio Director shall serve as a director by virtue of the office

held. Except as provided in Section4.4,the remaining directors shall be elected by the

Corporate Member.

4.3.2 All directors, except the Ex-Officio Director, shall serve for terms of three

(3) years or trntil their successors are elected and have qualified. The Ex-Offrcio Director shall

t.*" ur a director for so long as such person serves as the Chief Executive Officer of the

Corporation.

4.3.3 The Board of Directors shall elect from among the directors an individual

to serve as Chairperson of the Board. The Chairperson shall not be an officer or employee of the

Corporation. The Chairperson shall preside at all meetings of the Board of Directors and of the

Executive Committee und rhutl perform all duties incident to the office of Chairperson of the

Board and such other duties as may be prescribed by the Board of Directors.

4.3.4 The Board of Directors may eleet from among the directors a Vice

Chairperson of the Board. The Vice Chairperson shall not be an officer or employee of the

Corporation. The Vice Chairperson shall perform the duties of the office of Chairperson of the

Board in the absence of the Chairperson of the Board and such other duties as may be prescribed

by the Board of Directors.

4.4 Vacancies. Any vacancy in the Board of Directors caused by the death,

resignation or removal of a director or a director ceasing to qualify to serve as a director prior to

the lxpiration of that director's term and occuning in the intedm between annual meetings of the

Corpoiate Member may be frtled by an individual elected by the Board of Directors, subject to

the approval of the Corporate Member, or by the Corporate Member. The director so elected

shall-serve the remaining unexpired term of the director so replaced or until his or her earlier

death, resignation or removal or ceasing to qualiff to serve as a director.

4.5 Meetings.

4.5.1 Annual Meetings. The annual organizational meeting ofthe Board of
Directors for, among ottr"r putposes, the election of officers shall be held during the month of
April or May of each y"ur or such other date as the Board of Directors may deterrnine, at such

time and place as shali be determined by the Board of Directors, without firther notice than the

resolution setting such date, time and place.

4.5.2 Regular Meetings. Regular meetings of the Board of Directors shall be

held not less than four (4) times a year, each at such date, time and place as shall be determined

by the Board of Directors, without fluther notice than the resolution setting such date, time and

place.

4.5.3 Special Meetings. Special meetings of the Board of Directors may be

called at any time by ttre CnArperson of the Board, the Chief Executive Officer, one-third (1/3rd)

of the members of the Board of Directors, or the Chief Executive Officer of the Corporate

Member, the date, time and place of each such meeting to be designated in the notice calling theit
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meeting. Notice of any special meeting of the Board of Directors shall be given at least forty-
eight (48) hours prior thereto and shall state the general nahue of the business to be transacted.

4.5.4 Adjournment. When a meeting of the Board of Directors is adjourned, it
shall not be necessary to give any notice of the adjoumed meeting or the business to be

transacted at the adjourned meeting other than by announcement at the meeting at which such

adjournment is taken.

4.5.5 Ouorum and Voting. Directors constituting a majority of the directors in
office shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business at any meeting of the Board of
Directors. Each director shall be entitled to one vote on any matter submitted to a vote of the

Board of Directors, and action by the Board of Directors on any matter shall require the

affirmative vote of a majority of the directors in offrce unless a greater proportion of affirmative
votes is required by applicable-law, the Articles of Incorporation or these Bylaws.

4.5.6 Use of Conference Telephone. Except as the Board of Directors otherwise
may determine, one or more persons may participate in ameeting of the Board of Directors or of
any committee thereof by means of conference telephone or similar communications equipment
by means of which all persons participating in the meeting can hear and be heard by each other.

Participation in a meeting in such manner shall constitute presence in person at the meeting.

4.5.7 Action bv Unanimous Written Consent. Any action which may be taken
at a meeting of the Board of Directors may be taken without a meeting if a consent or consents in
writing setting forth the action so taken shall be signed by all of the directors in offrce and filed
with the Secretary.

4.6 Resigrration/Removal.

4.6.1 Resignation. Any director may resign his or her office at any time, such

resignation to be made in writing and to take effect immediately or at such subsequent time
stated in such writing. Any director who ceases to meet the eligibility requirements contained in
applicable law or in these Bylaws to serve as a director forthwith shall resign his or her offrce,
such resignation to be made in writing and to take effect immediately.

4.6.2 Removal. Any director may be removed, with or without cause, either
(a) by the affirmative vote of at least two-thirds (213'o) of the directors in office taken at any
regular or special meeting, provided that each director has been given at least ten (10) days

written notice that such action is to be considered at such meeting or (b) by action of the
Corporate Member.

4.6.3 Mandatorv Ol}-er of Resignation for Retirement or Change in Ernploynrent
Circumstances. Any director who retires from active employment or whose employment
circumstances change materially from those in effect at the time of his or her election or re-
election as a director shall submit promptly to the chairperson of the Corporate Governance and

Nominating Committee an offer of resignation from the Board of Directors. Such resignation
shall not be effective unless and until accepted by the Board of Directors. The chairperson of the

Corporate Governance and Nominating Committee shall cause such offer of resignation to be
considered by the Corporate Governance andNominating Committee and a recommendation to
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be made to the Board of Directors as soon as practicable conceming the advisability of accepting

such resignation.

4.6.4 Effect of Repeated Absences from Meetings. If a director shall be absent

from four consecutive meetings of the Board of Directors, including regular meetings and special

meetings duly called, the Board of Directors may, in its discretion, declare the office of such

director vacated, and a successor shall be elected as provided in these Bylaws.

4.7 Conflict of Interest.

4.7.1 Related Partv Transactions. No contract or transaction between the

Corporation and one or more of its directors, officers or employees, or between the Corporation

and any other corporation, partnership, association or other organization in which one or more of
the Corporation's directors, officers or employees are directors, officers or employees or have a

fimncial interest, shall be void or voidable solely for such reason, or solely because such

director, officer or employee is present at or participates in the meeting of the Board of Directors

which authorizes such contract or transaction, or solely because any such person's vote is

counted for such purpose, if the material facts as to the relationship or interest and as to the

contract or transaction are disclosed or are known to the Board of Directors and the Board of
Directors in good faith authorizes the contract or transaction by the affrrmative vote of a majority

of the disinterested directors even though the disinterested directors are less than a quorum.

4.7.2 Detennination of Ouorum. Interested directors may be counted in
determining the presence of a quomm at a meeting of the Board of Directors which authorizes a

contact or transaction specified in Section 4.7.t.

4.7.3 No lnproper Influence. In no event shall a director vote on or otherwise

use his or her position as a director to influence any matter on which he or she has a conflict of
interest, including, without limitation, on any matter involving payment made or to be made to

him or her, directly or indirectly, for the provision of health care services; provided, however,

that any director may vote on matters that affect providers of health care sewices in general.

4.8 Limitation of Liabilitv. A director shall not be personally liable, as such, for
monetary damages for any actiontaken, or any failure to take any action, unless (a) the director

has breached or failed to perform the duties of the director's office as set forth in the Nonprofit
Corporation Law; and (b) the breach or failure to perform constitutes self-dealing, willful
misconduct or recklessness. The preceding provisions of this Section 4.8 shall not apply to (x)

the responsibility or liability of a director pursuant to any criminal statute; or (y) the liability of a

director for the payment of taxes pursuant to federal, state or local law. The provisions of this

Section 4.8 shall be deemed to be a contract with each director who serves as such at any time

while this Section 4.8 is in effect, and each such director shall be deemed to be so serving in
reliance on the provisions of this Section 4.8. Any repeal or modification of this Section 4.8

shall be prospective only and shall not aflect, to the detriment of any director, any limitation on

the personal liability of a director existing at the time of such repeal or modifrcation.

4.9 Compensatio4. The Board of Directors may deterrnine the compensation of
directors for their services as directors, committees of the Board of Directors or otherwise, and

also may deterrnine the compensation of persons who are not directors who serve on any

committees established by the Board of Directors.
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ARTICLE V

Re gional Advisor.v Boards

5.1 Establishment. The corporation shall have a Regional A{\ll:oty Board for each

of the Corporation'rl,ffirervice *i* * determined by the Board of Directors' Each such

Regional Ad.rrirory Board shall consist of not fewer than ten (10) or more than twenty (20)

plr"ronr, who shali be appointed by tle Board of Directors. In making appointments to the
-nrgionrf 

Advisory Bourir, the Board of Directors shall consider the interests of customers,

fr"itf, care professionJs, suppliers, creditors and the communities served by the Corporation'

5.2 Purpose and Functions. The pu{pose and functions of the Regional Advisory

Boardsshallbea.t"@ofbirectors.TheRegionalAdvisoryBoardsinitial1y
shall have the following pulposes and firnctions:

5.2.1 To advise the Corporation on regional advertising, marketing, product

development and community initiatives;

S.Z.Z To advise the Corporation on matters of public policy and, if requested by

the Board of Directors, to advocate the Corporation's position in the community; and

5.2.3 To advise the Corporation on such other matters as may be requested by

the Board of Directors.

5.3 Limitations onAuthority. The Regional Advisory Boards shall have no authority

to direct th" u"tiuiti", of tt 
" 

coqp*ution or to uina tne corporation in any respect and shall at all

times be subject to the powers and prerogatives of the Bogd of Directors. Nothing in these

Bylaws is intended to Jreate in anyindiv'idual or group of individuals serving on a Regional

eauirory Board any rights or duties of a member, director, member of an other body, officer or

otherwiie pursuantto the Nonprofit Corporation Law'

5.4 Meetings. Meetings of each Regional Advisory Board shall be held at such date,

time and place as ,ffi. determined by such Regional-Advisory Bo,*d, and 
Sach 

Regional

Advisory Board may adopt procedures with respect to the conduct of its meetings as such

Regional Advisory bo*d dierns to be appropriate and desirable, provided such procedures are

not inconsistent with applicable law, the-Afticles of Incorporation or these Bylaws'

5.5 Compensation. Members of the Regional Advisory Boards shall be entitled to be

reimbursed for their reasonable expenses incurred in connection with attendance at meetings of

the Regional Advisory Boards and such other compensation for their services as may be

determined by the Board of Directors.

ARTICLE VI

Officers

6.t principal Offrcers: Election. The principal offrcers of the Corporation shall be a

chief Executiu" o1@rio*rid orrt".t, a Treasurer and a secretary, each of whom
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shall be elected by the Board of Directors, and such other officers as the Board of Directors may

elect, which may include one or more Presidents, one or more Executive, Senior or Corporate

Vice Presidents, and one or more Assistant Treasurers or Assistant Secretaries. Each such

officer shall hold office for aterm of one year (or such other term as the Board shall determine

for any office from time to time) and until his or her successor has been selected and qualifi.ed or

until his or her earlier death, resignation or removal. Any number of offices may be held by the

same person.

6.1.1 Other Officers. The Chief Executive Officer may appoint President(s),

Vice Presidents (including Executive, Senior and Corporate Vice Presidents), Assistant

Treasurers or Assistant Secretaries who have not been elected by the Board of Directors and such

other officers or agents of the Corporation as he or she determines to be appropriate, who shall

hold their offices subject to the discretion of the Chief Executive Officer.

6.I.2 Chief Executive Offi_cer. The Chief Executive Offrcer shall be responsible

for the general and active management of the business and affairs of the Corporation and shall

exercise general supervision and authority over all of its agents and employees and shall perform

all duties incident to the office of Chief Executive Officer and such other duties as may be

assigned by the Board of Directors. The Chief Executive Officer shall supervise the

implementation of all policies, orders and resolutions of the Board of Directors and shall execute

all contracts and agreements authorized by the Board of Directors, except that he or she may

delegate to other offrcers of the Corporation the power to execute contracts in the ordinary
course of business or as otherwise may be authorized by the Board of Directors.

6.1.3 President(s). The President(s) shall be responsible for the direct

administration, supervision and control of such activities in the management of the Corporation

as may be assigned bythe Chief Executive Officer or the Board of Directors.

6.1.4 Chief Financial Offrcer. The Chief Financial Officer shall be responsible

for financial accounting and reporting for the Corporation and such other duties as may be

assigned by the Chief Executive Offieer or the Board of Directors.

6.1.5 Viee Presidents. Each Vice President shall perform such duties as may be

assigned by the Chief Executive Officer or the Board of Directors.

6.1.6 Treasurer. The Treasurer shall, in accordance with the policies of the

Board of Directors and under the direction of the Chief Executive Officer or the Chief Financial
Officer, have general charge and custody of and be responsible for all funds and securities of the

Corporation, and shall make such reports in such form and manner as the Chief Executive

Officer, the Chief Financial Officer or the Board of Directors may direct. The Treasurer shall

receive and give receipts for monies due and payable to the Corporation and deposit such monies

in the name ofthe Corporation in such banks, trust companies or other depositories as may be

selected in accordance with the provisions of these Bylaws. The Treasurer shall keep account of
such receipts and deposits and approve expenditures of the Corporation and shall perform all
duties incident to the oflice of Treasurer and such other duties as may be assigned by the Chief
Executive Offrcer, the Chief Financial Officer or the Board of Directors.

6.1.7 Secretary. The Secretary shall keep the minutes of the meetings of the

Board of Directors and its committees in one or more books provided for that purpose, shall
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notify members of the Board of Directors of their election, shall see that all notices are duly
given in accordance with the provisions of these Bylaws, shall be custodian of the corporate

records and of the seal of the Corporation, and shall see that the seal of the Corporation is

affrxed, when necessary, to all instruments and documents the execution of which has been

authorized by the Board of Directors or a committee thereof, shall keep a record of the address of
each director, and shall perform all duties incident to the office of Secretary and such other

duties as may be assigned by the Chief Executive Offrcer or the Board of Directors. In the

absence of the Secretary or in the event of his or her inability to act, the Chairperson of the Board

shall appoint an individual to discharge the duties of the Secretary.

6.1.8 Assistant Secretaries and Assistant Treasurers. The Assistant Secretaries

and Assistant Treasurers shall perform such duties as may be assigned by the Secretary or the

Treasurer, respectively, or by the Chief Executive Officer or the Chief Financial Officer, as

appropriate, or the Board of Directors.

6.2 Removal of 9fficers. Any officer of the Corporation may be removed, with or
without causs, by the Board of Directors. Any officer appointed by the Chief Executive Officer
may be removed, with or without causs, by the Chief Executive Offrcer.

6.3. Bgldq. The Board of Directors may require any officer to give bond and security

in such sum and with such surety or sureties as the Board of Directors may determine.

ARTICLE VII

Commi4ees

7.1 Standing Board Committees. The Board of Directors shall have an Executive
Committee, a Corporate Governance andNominatrng Committee, anAudit Committee, an

Investment Committee, an Affirrnative Action and Diversity Committee and a Personnel and

Compensation Committee, and the Board of Directors may establish such other standing

committees as it deems to be necessary or desirable (the *Standing Board Committees"). All
Standing Board Committees shall be comprised solely of directors and shall have charters
governing their powers and duties, which charters shall be approved by the Board of Directors.
The Board of Directors shall appoint the members and a chairperson and a vice chairperson of
each Standing Board Committee.

7.2 Term. Except as otherwise provided in these Bylaws, each member of a Standing
Board Committee shall continue as such until the next arurual organizational meeting of the
Board of Directors or until a successor has been appointed as provided herein, unless such person

resigns, is removed or otherwise ceases to serve on such Standing Board Committee for any

reason.

7.3 Special Committees and Program Committees. The Board of Directors may
establish one or more special committees of directors ("Special Committees") to advise the
Board of Directors and to perform such other functions as the Board of Directors determines.

The Board of Directors may establish one or more committees, such as a Medical Aflairs
Committee and a Quality and Safety Committee, which may include directors and persons who
are not directors, to assist it with program aspects of the Corporation's operations ("Progtam

Committees'). Subject to the provisions of these Bylaws, the Board of Directors may delegate
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such authority to a Special Committee or a Program Committee as it deems to be appropriate and

desirable and as is not prohibited by applicabie law. The Board of Directors shall establish the

manner of selecting members, chairpersons and vice chairpersons, if any, and the terms of office

of the members of each Special Committee and Program Committee.

7.4 Ouorum. Except as otherwise provided in these Bylaws or the charter of a

committee approved by the Board of Directors, one-third (1/3'") of the members comprising any

committee appointed by the Board of Directors pursuant to these Bylaws shall constitute a

quorum forthe transaction of business, and the acts of a majority of committee members present

at a meeting at which a quorum is present shall constitute the acts of the committee, unless a

greater proportion is required by applicable law, the Articles of Incorporation or these Bylaws.

7.5 Action by Unanimous Written Consent. Except as otherwise provided in these

Bylaws or a charter of a committee approved by the Board of Directors, ilY action which may be

taken at a meeting of any committee appointed by the Board of Directors pursuant to these

Bylaws may be taken without a meeting if a consent or consents in writing setting fonh the

action so taken shall be signed by all of the members of such cornmittee and filed with the

Secretary.

7.6 Removal. Any member of a Standing Board Committee, Special Committee or
Program Committee may be removed at any time, with or without cause, by the Board of
Directors at any regular or special meeting.

7 -7 Vacancies. Any vacancy in any Standing Board Committee or Special Committee

caused by the death, resignation or removal of a director prior to the expiration of that director's

term shall be frlled by another director appointed by the Board of Directors. The director so

appointed shall serve the remaining unexpired term of the director so replaced.

7.8 ExecutiveCommittee.

7.8.1 The Executive Committee shall consist of at least seven (7) but not more

than twelve (12) directors as the Board of Directors shall determine. The Chairperson of the

Board, the Vice Chairperson of the Board and the Chief Executive Officer shall be members of
the Executive Committee, and the Chairperson of the Board shall serve as the chairperson of the

Executive Committee. In the absence of the Chairperson of the Board, the Vice Chairperson of
the Board, if any, shall serve as the chairperson of the Executive Commiffee and, in the absence

of the Vice Chairperson, the Chief Executive Offtcer shall act as such chairperson.

7.8.2 The Executive Commiftee shall have and may exercise the power and

authority of the Board of Directors when the Board of Directors is not in session, except such

power and authority as by law, the Articles of Incorporation or these Bylaws may be required to

be exercised by the Board of Directors or Corporate Member, or tls the Board of Directors or

Corporate Member may expressly reserve for itself or delegate to another committee.

7.8.3 Regular meetings of the Executive Committee may be held at such date,

time and place as determined by the Board of Directors or the Executive Committee, without

further notice thanthe resolution setting such date, time and place. Special meetings of the

Executive Committee may be called at any time by the Chairperson of the Board, the Chief
Executive Officer or any two members of the Executive Committee, the date, time and place of
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such meeting to be designated in the notice calling the meeting. Notice of any special meeting of
li the Executive Committee shall be given at least forty-eight (48) hours prior thereto and shall

state the general nature ofthe business to be transacted.

7.8.4 A majority of the members of the Executive Committee shall constitute a

quomm for the transaction of business, and the acts of a majority of the members of the

Executive Committee shall be the acts ofthe Executive Committee.

7.8.5 The Executive Committee shall keep regular minutes of its proceedings

and report the same to the Board of Directors at its next regular meeting or when otherwise

required.

7,9 Corporate Govemance and Nominatinq Committee.

7.9.1 The Corporate Govemance andNominating Committee shall consist of at

least eight (8) directors, comprised as closely as is practicable of seventy-five percent (75%)Lay
Directors and twenty-five percent (25%) Professional Directors. None of the members of the

Corporate Governance and Nominating Committee shall be offtcers or employees of the

Corporation or of any entity controlled by the Corporation.

7.9.2 In addition to any responsibilities delegated to it by the Board of
Directors, the Corporate Govemance and Nominating Committee shall be responsible for:

(a) Recommendingthe candidates to be nominated bythe Board of
Directors for election as directors at each annual meeting of the Corporate Member;

(b) Recommending the candidates to be nominated by the Board of
Directors for election as directors to fill any vacancies occurring on the Board of Directors; and

(c) Recommending the candidates for election or reelection as

Chairperson of the Board and Vice Chairperson of the Board.

7.9.3 At least fifteen (15) days before each annual, regular or special meeting of
the Board of Directors, the Corporate Governance andNominating Committee shall recommend

the requisite number of individuals who satisff the qualifications established in these Bylaws for
election as directors of the Corporation.

7.1.0 Audit Committee.

7.10.1 The Audit Committee shall consist of at least five (5) directors. None of
the members of the Audit Committee shall be officers or employees of the Corporation or of any

entity controlled by the Corporation.

7.1A.2 In addition to any responsibilities delegated to it by the Board of
Directors, the Audit Committee shall be responsible for:

(a) Recommending to the Board of Directors the selection of
., hdependent certified public accountants for the Corporation, subject to approval by the
/ Conporate Member; and
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(b) Reviewing the corporation's financial condition and the scope and

results ofthe independent audit and any internal audit of the Corporation.

7.11 Personnel and Compensation Committes.

7.ll.l The Personnel and Compensation Committee shall consist of at least five

(5) directors. None ofthe members ofthe Personnel and Compensation Committee shall be

ofii"rt. or employees of the Corporation or of any entity controlled by the Corporation.

7.I1.2 In addition to any responsibilities delegated to it by the Board of
Directors, the Personnel and Compensation Committee shall be responsible for:

(a) Evaluating the perforrnance of the principal officers of the

Corporation; and

(b) Recommending to the Board of Directors the selection and

compensation of the principal offtcers of the Corporation-

7.12 Controlled Entities. The Board of Directors may designate the Corporate

Governance and Nominating Corrmittee, the Personnel and Compensation Committee and/or the

Audit Commiffee to serve as such committee(s) for one or more insurers or other entities

controlled by the Corporation.

ARTICLE VIII

Medical Review Committee

8.1 General.

8.1.1 All matters, disputes or controversies relating to the professional health

services (as defined in 40 Pa.C.S.A. $ 6302(a)) rendered by Health Service Doctors to

subscribers who have coverage under contracts issued by the Colporation, and any questions

involving the professional ethics of such persons, shall be considered and determined exclusively

by the co-mmittee established pursuant to this Article VItr in accordance with the requirements of
+b pa.C,S.R. g 632a(c) (the "Medical Review Committee") to provide a fair and impartial forum

for resolution of all matters, disputes and controversies relating to professional health services

and all questions involving professional ethics.

8.1.2 The Medical Review Committee also shall provide a fair and impartial

forum to consider and detemrine any other matters, disputes or controversies which may be

submitted to it as set forth in these Bylaws or as may be provided in any written agreement

between the Corporation or any one or more entities conholled by the Corporation and any

Health Service Doctor or other provider of health care services (all such persons eollectively,

"Providers")-

8.1.3 The Medical Review Committee shall operate independently of the

Corporation, and the Board of Directors shall have no authority over the decisions of the Medical

Review Committee. Except as otherwise provided in Section 8.7 or inany agreement with a
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provider, all decisions of the Medical Review Committee shall be final and binding upon all

parties to any matter, dispute or controversy submitted to it.

8.1.4 The Corporation shall, at its expense, provide reasonable resources to the

Medical Review Committee to discharge its duties under these Bylaws.

8.2 Medical.Review Committee Selection Committee.

B.Z.I The members of the Medical Review Committee, who must satisff the

requirements set forth in Section 8.3, shall be appointed and may be removed as provided in this

atii"t" VIII by the Medical Review Committee Selection Committee (the "Selection

Committee").

8.2.2 The Selection Committee shall consist of at least five (5) persons, a

majority of whom shall be Health Service Doctors, and the balance of whom shall be subscribers

wh-o are not Health Service Doctors and who have coverage under contracts issued by the

Corporation or an entity controlled by the Corporation. All Health Service Doctors who are

*"tirb"tr of the Selection Committee shall be parties to one or more professional provider

contracts with the Corporation.

9.2.3 No member ofthe Selection Committee may be a director, officer or

employee of the Corporation or a member of a Regional Advisory Board, nor may any such

p"rioo hurr" served on the Medical Review Committee during any part of the two (2) year period

immediately priorto his or her appoinnnentto the Selection Committee.

9.2.4 The members of the Selection Committee shall be appointed by the

Chairperson of the Board, and each shall hold office for a term of two (2) years.

The

Medical Review Committee shall consist of at least eight (8) persons who meet the criteria set

forth in this Section. Any personmay submitto the Selection Committee names of prospective

Medical Review Committee members; provided, however, that the Selection Committee shall

not be bound to appoint any person whose name is so submiffed. The Selection Committee shall

make appointments to the Medical Review Committee using the following criteria:

8.3.1 A majority of the members ofthe Medical Review Committee shall be

Health Service Doctors, and the balance shall be subscribers who are not Health Service Doctors

and who have coverage under contracts issued by the Corporation or an entity controlled by the

Corporation. At least seventy-five percent Q5%) of the Health Service Doctors who are

*"-b.rr of the Medical Review Committee shall be medical doctors or doctors of osteopathy-

8.3.2 All Health Service Doctors who are members of the Medical Review

Committee shall be parties to one or more professional provider contracts with the Corporation.

8.3.3 No member of the Medical Review Committee shall be a director, officer

or employee of the Corporation or a member of a Regional Advisory Board.

8.3.4 At leasttwo-thirds Ql3) of the members of the Medical Review

Commiuee shall have no relationship with the Corporation or any entity controlled by the

Corporation, other than as Health Service Doctors who submit claims in the ordinary course of
business or as subscribers. 

A
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8.3.5 No member of the Medical Review Committee shall have any conflict of
interest that would prevent him or her from rendering a fair and impartial decision in matters,

disputes or controversies between the Corporation, or, if applicable, any entity controlled by the

Corporation, and a Provider; provided, however, that a member may be recused from individual

*utt.rr, disputes or contoversies in the event of any specific conflict of interest with respect

thereto.

8.3.6 No Health Service Doctor who is a member ofthe Medical Review

Committee shall have any history of (a) material adverse utilization or claims coding

determinations by the Medical Review Committee, or (b) material repayments to the Corporation

or any entity controlled by the Corporation resulting from utilization or claims coding reviews.

8.3.7 The Health Service Doctors who are members of the Medical Review

Committee shall be broadly representative of the various specialties whose professional health

services generally are covered under contracts issued by the Corporation'

8.3.8 Members of the Medical Review Committee must be willing to commit to

regular attendance at committee meetings and to devoting adequate time to committee business

tolermit them to fully understand the committee's work and to give full and fair consideration to

all matters coming before the committee-

8.3.9 Each member of the Medical Review Committee shall be appointed for a

term of two (2) years and may be removed during his or her term only for cause as determined

by the Selection Committee, including, but not limited to, failure to regularly attend committee

meetings or to devote adequate affention to committee work.

8.3.10 The Selection Committee shall consider the need for continuity and

orderly rotation of members when making appointments or reappoinfinents to the Medical

Review Committee.

8.4 Officers of the Medical Review Committee. The Medical Review Comrnittee

shall have three officers: a chairperson, a vice chairperson and a secretary, selected as follows:

8.4.1 The Selection Committee shall appoint a chairperson of the Medical

Review Committee. The chairperson shall be amember of the Medical Review Committee and

shall preside at all meetings of the Medical Review Committee, but shall not vote in any matter

being considered by the Medical Review Committee except when necessary to break a tie.

9.4.2 The Selection Committee shall appoint a vice chairperson of the Medical

Review Committee. The vice chairpenon shall be a member of the Medical Review Committee

and preside at meetings of the Medical Review Committee in the chairperson's absence and,

when serving in such capacrty, shall vote only when necessary to break a tie. The vice

chairperson shall also perfonn such other duties as the chairperson may assign.

8.4.3 The Corporation shall provide one of its employees to serve as secretary

for the Medical Review Committee. The secretary's role shall be solely that of administrator,

and not that of amember of the Medical Review Committee. The secretary shall keep the

minutes of the Medical Review Committee meetings and perform the duties enumerated in
Section 8.6 and such other duties as the committee may assign-
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-. 8.5 Submission of Matters to the Medical Review Committee. All matters, disputes
,, ; ', or controversies relating to professional health services and questions involving professional

ethics referred to in Section 8.1 or otherwise required to be considered and determined by the

Me.dical Review Committee shall be submitted in writing to the secretary of the Medical Review

Committee. Either the Corporation or a Provider may submit a matter, dispute or controversy

relating to professional health services or a question involving professional ethics for
consideration and determination.

8.6 Medisal Review Corffnittee Proceedings.

8.6.1 The Medical Review Committee shall maintain written procedural

guidelines to assure that each Provider receives full, fair and impartial consideration of any

matter, dispute, controversy or question presented to the Medical Review Committee.

8.6.2 Only the Health Service Doctors who are members of the Medical Review

Committee may vote on any matter brought before the committee.

8.6.3 One-third (l/3'd) ofthe voting members ofthe Medical Review Committee

shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business, and the acts of a majority of voting
members of the committee present at a meeting at which a quorum is present shall constihrte the

acts ofthe committee.

8.6.4 In considering any matter, dispute or controversy relating to professional

health services or any question involving professional ethics brought before it, the Medical
., Review Committee shall have authority to take any one or more of the following actions (subject

to any binding contractual prohibitions or restrictions agreed to in writing by the Corporation or,

if applicabl€, ily entity controlled by the Corporation):

(a) Make a refenal to any appropriate committee, board or division of
any applicable state or local professional society;

(b) Make a referral to an appropriate law enforcement officer or
agency of any applicable federal, state or local government if the Medical Review Corrmittee
has probable cause to believe that a Provider secured payment for services performed on the

basis of material false information submitted with the intention of defrauding the recipient(s);

(c) Make a referral to the applicable state professional licensure board

of a Provider:

(d) Render a determination that the Corporation or, if applicable, one

or more entities controlled by the Corporation is or is not entitled, in whole or in part, to a refund
of fees paid to a Provider;

(e) Render a determination that authorizes the Corporation or one or
more entities controlled by the Corporation to collect any refund by withholding future payments

due to a Provider; or

(0 Render any such other determination or take any such other action

, as may be necessary or appropriate.

\ \.)
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8.6.5 If a particular matter, dispute or controversy relating to professional health

services or a particular question involving professional ethics includes any actual or alleged

action or failure to act which would justiff denying a Health Service Doctor registration with the

Corporation pursuant to 40 Pa.C.S.A. $ 6324(a), or the suspension or termination of such

registration, the Corporation may request that a hearing be held by the Medical Review

Committee in accordance with Section 8.7 to consider such registration status. Such action or
failwe to act may include by way of example and not limitation:

(a) Violation of the Health Service Doctor's professional provider

contract with the Corporation or any regulations of the Corporation for participating providers;

or

(b) Violation of any statute with which the Corporation or the Provider

is required to comply.

5.7 Procegclings Involvin&status of Registered Health Service Doctor.

8.7.1 The procedures set forth inthis Section 8.7 apply in all cases where the

Corporation has requested pursuant to Section 8.6.5 that a hearing of the Medical Review
Committee be held to determine the status of an individual as a registered Health Service Doctor.

In any such case, the Corporation shall prepare an appropriate complaint setting forth the

allegations against the individual.

8.7.2 The chairperson of the Medical Review Committee promptly shall fix a
time, date and place for such hearing of the Medical Review Committee. The applicable Health
Service Doctor shall be given at least thirty (30) days written notice by the secretary of the
Medical Review Committee of the date, time and place of suchhearing and shall be furnished

with a copy of the complaint.

8.7.3 The Health Service Doctor shall be allowed to file a written answer to the

complaint, provided such answer is filed with the secretary of the Medical Review Committee at

least ten (10) days prior to the hearing. At the hearing, such witnesses may be heard and such

evidence may be received as is deemed by the Medical Review Corrmittee to be relevant and of
reasonable probative value; provided, however, that formal rules of evidence or procedure need

not be followed. The Health Service Doctor shall be afforded a reasonable opportunity to be

heard before the Medical Review Committee, either in person or by counsel, and to produce

evidence and witnesses at such hearing. All testimony shall be recorded and a complete record
shall be kept of the hearing.

8.7.4 Promptly following the hearing, the Medical Review Committee shall take

whatever action it deems appropriate, based on the evidence and testimony produced at the

hearing. If such action involves either the denial of registration as a Health Service Doctor with
the Corporation or the suspension or termination of such registration, the mattet shall be referred
promptly to the Secretary of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Department of Health for
approval or for such other action as said Secretary of Health may deem appropriate.
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8.8 Other Appeals.

8.8.1 The Medical Review Committee also shall serye as the final and binding

appeal body for any Provider whose registration as a preferred or similar provider pursuant to

any other professional provider conhact of the Corporation or, if applicable, one or more entities

controlled by the Corporation is rejected, suspended or terminated by the Corporation or such

other entity.

8.8.2 Any such Provider may appeal such decision by a written submission to

the secretary of the Medical Review Committee. The appealing Provider shall be entitled to

appear before the Medical Review Committee and to present evidence or argument, but the

hearing will not be recorded and the committee's decision will not be referred to the Secretary of
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Department of Health for approval.

8.8.3 In connection with any such appeal, the Medical Review Committee may

consider any:

(a) Violation of the Provider's agreement(s) with the Corporation or

any entity controlled by the Corporation to render health care services or supplies to subscribers;

(b) Violation of any statute with which the Corporation or the Provider

is required to comply;

(c) Violation of any of the regulations or requirements referenced in
the Provider's agreement(s) with the Corporation or any entrty controlled by the Corporation

with which the Provider is required to comply; or

(d) Refusal to adhere to the billing, payment or service benefit
provisions of any contract issued by the Corporation or any entity controlled by the Corporation

which utilizes the applicable professional provider network in which the Provider has agreed to

participate.

8.9 Compensation. Members of the Medical Review Committee andthe Selection

Committee shall be entitled to be reimbursed for their reasonable expenses incurred in
connection with attendance at meetings of the Medical Review Commiffee or the Selection

Committee, as the case may be, and such other compensation for their services as may be

determined by the Board of Directors.

ARTICLE IX

Indemnification of Directors. Offrcers and Others

9.1 Right to Indemnification - General. Any person who was or is a party or is

threatened to be made a pafiy to any threatened, pending or completed action, suit or proceeding,

whether civil, criminal, administrative or investigative (whether brought by or in the name of the

Corporation or otherwise), by reason of the fact that he or she is or was a representative of the

Corporation, or is or was serving at the request of the Corporation as a representative of another

corporation, parhrership, joint venture, trust or other enterprise, shall be indemnified by the

Corporation to the fullest extent now or hereafter permitted by applicable law in connection with
such action, suit or proceeding) arising out of such person's service to the Corporation or to such
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other corporation, partnership, joint venhfe, trust or other enterprise at the Corporation's request-

The term 'tepresentative," as used in this Article IX, shall mean any director, officer or

employee, including any employee who is a medical doctor, lawyer or other licensed

professional, any member of a Regional Advisory Board, or any committee created by or
pursuant to these Bylaws, and any other person who may be determined by the Board of
Directors to be a representative entitled to the benefits of this Article IX.

9.2 Right to lndemnification - Third Party Actions. Without limiting the generality of
Section 9.1, any person who was or is a party or is threatened to be made a party to any

threatened, pending or completed action, suit or proceeding, whether civil, criminal,

administrative or investigative (other than an action by or in the right of the Corporation), by

reason of the fact that he or she is or was a representative ofthe Corporation, or is or was serving

at the request of the Corporation as a representative of another corporation, partnership, joint

venture, trust or other enterprise, shall be indemnifred by the Corporation against expenses

(including attorneys' fees), judgments, fines and amounts paid in sefflement actually and

reasonably incuned by him or her in connection with such action, suit or proceeding if he or she

acted in good faith and in a manner he or she reasonably believed to be in, or not opposed to, the

best interests of the Corporation, and, with respect to any criminal action or proceeding, had no

reasonable cause to believe his or her conduct was unlawful. The termination of any action, suit

or proceeding by judgment, order, settlemen! conviction, or upon a plea of nolo contendere or its

equivalent, shall not of itself create a presumption that the person did not act in good faith and in
a maruter which he or she reasonably believed to be irU or not opposed to, the best interests of the

Corporation, an4 with respect to any criminal action or proceeding, had reasonable cause to

believe that his or her conduct was unlaufirl.

9.3 Rightto Indemnification - Derivative Actions. Without limiting the generality of
Section 9.1 , any porson who was or is a party, or is threatened to be made a party to any

threatened, pending or completed action, suit or proceeding by or in the right of the Corporation

to procure ajudgment in its favor by reason of the fact that he or she is or was a representative of
the Corporation, or is or was serving at the request of the Corporation as a representative of
another corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust or other enterprise, shall be indemnified by
the Corporation against expenses (including attomeys' fees) actually and reasonably incuned by
him or her in connection with the defense or settlement of such action, suit or proceeding if he or
she acted in good faith and in a manner he or she reasonably believed to be in, or not opposed to,
the best interests of the Corporation; except, however, that indemnification shall not be made

under this Section 9.3 in respect of any claim, issue or matter as to which such person has been

adjudged to be liable to the Corporation unless and only to the extent that the Court of Common

Pleas of the county in which the registered offrce of the Corporation is located or the court in
which such action, suit or proceeding was brought detemrines upon application that, despite the

adjudication of liability but in view of all the circumstances of the case, such person is fairly and

reasonably entitled to indemnity for such expenses that the Court of Common Pleas or such other

court shall deem proper.

9,4 Advance of Expenses. Expenses (including attomeys' fees) incuned by any

representative of the Corporation in defending any action, suit or proceeding referred to in this

Article IX shall be paid by the Corporation in advance of the final disposition of such action, suit

or proeeeding upon receipt ofan undertaking by or on behalfofthe representative to repay such

amount if it is ultimately determined that he or she is not entitled to be indemnified by the

Corporation as authorized in this Article fX or otherwise.
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g.S Procedure for Effecting Indemnification. Unless ordered by a court, any

indemnification under Section 9.1, Section 9.2 or Section 9.3 shall be made by the Corporation

only as authorized in the specific case upon a determination that indemnification of the

repiesentative is proper in the circumstances because he or she has met the applicable standard of
conduct set forth in such subsections. Such determination shall be made:

9.5.1 By the Board of Directors by a majority of a quorum consisting of
directors who were not parties to such action, suit or proceeding; or

g-5.2 If such a quonrm is not obtainable, or if obtainable and a majority vote of
a quorum of disinterested directors so directs, by independent legal counsel in a written opinion.

9.6 Indemniflcation r-rot Exclusive. The indemnification and advancement of
expenses provided by or granted pursuantto this Article IX shall not be deemed exclusive of any

other righL to which u priron seeking indemnification or advancement of expenses may be

entitled-under any othei provision of these Bylaws, agreement, vote of disinterested directors or

otherwise, both as to action in his or her official capaerty and as to action in another capacrty

while holding such office shall continue as to aperson who has ceased to be arepresentative of
the Corporation and shall inure to the benefit of the heirs and personal representatives of such

person.

g.7 When Indemnification Not Made. Indemnification pursuant to this Article IX
shall not be made in any case where the act or failure to act giving rise to the claim for

indemnification is determined by a court to have constituted willful misconduct or recklessness.

9.8 Grounds for Indemnification. Indemnification pursuant to this Article IX, under

any other provision of these Bylaws, agreement, vote of directors or otherwise may be granted

foi any u"tio,r taken or any failure to take any action and may be made whether or not the

Corpoiation would have the power to indemnifr the person under any provision of law except as

otherwise provided in this Articte IX and whether or not the indemnifred liability arises or arose

from any threatened, pending or completed action by or in the right of the Corporation. The

provisions of this Article IX shall be applicable to all actions, suits or proceedings within the

t"opr of Section 9. I , Section 9.2 or Section 9.3, whether commenced before or after the adoption

hereol whether arising from acts or omissions occuning before or after the adoption hereof.

g.g Power to Purchase Insurance. The Corporation may purchase and maintain

insurance on behalf of any person who is or was a representative of the Corporation or is or was

sewing at the request of the Corporation as a representative of another corporation, partnership,

joint vinture, trust or other enterprise against any liability asserted against him or her and
-incurred 

by him or her in any such capaclty, or arising out of his or her status as such, whether or

not the Corporation would have the power to indemniff him or her against such liability under

the provisions of this Article IX.

9.10 Creation of a Fund to Secure or Insure Indemnification. The Corporation may

create a fund of any nafure, which may, but need not be, under the control of a trustee, or

otherwise secure or insure in any manner its indemnification obligations, whether arising under

or pursuant to this Article IX or otherwise.
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9.11 Status of Riglrts of Indemnitees. The rights to indemnification and advancement

of expenses provided by or granted pursuant to this Article IX shall (i) be deemed to create

contractual rights in favor of each person who serves as a representative of the Corporation at

any time while such Article is in effect (and each such person shall be deemed to be so serving in
r"iiunr" on the provisions of such Article), and (ii) continue as to a person who has ceased to be

a representative of the Corporation.

9.12 Applicabiliw to Predecessor Companies. For purposes of this Article IX,
references to the "Corporation" includes all constituent corporations or other entities which shall

have become apart of the Corporation by consolidation or merger or other similar transaction

and their respective current and former affiliates, and references to "reptesentatives" shall

include members of any such corporation, entrty or affiliate, so that any person who was a

member, director, offrcer, employee, agent or other representative of such a corporation, entity or

affrliate or served as a member, director, officer, employee, agent or other representative of
another corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust or other enterprise at the request of any such

corporation, entrty or affrliate shall stand in the same position under the provisions of this Article
IX with respect to the Corporation as he or she would if he or she had served the Corporation in
the same capacity. Without limitation of the foregoing, each member, director, officer and

employee of each predeeessor to the Corporation shall have the same contract rights as are

afforded to directors, officers and employees of the Corporation pursuant to Section 9.1l.

ARTICLE X

Contracts. Loans. Checks and Deposits

l0.l ConJra.ctq. The Board of Directors may authorize any officer or officers or agent

or agents to enter into any contract or execute or deliver any agreement or instrument in the

name of and on behalf of the Corporation, and such authority may be general or confined to

specific instances.

lO.2 Loans. The Board of Directors may authorize the bonowing by the Corporation

of such sum or sums of money as the Board of Directors may deem advisable, and to mortgage

or pledge any or all ofthe real or personal properly and any or all ofthe other available assets of
the Corporation in order to secure the payment of the principal amount of any such borrowing
and the interest thereon and any and all such other arnounts as may become due on account

thereof.

10.3 Checks. All checks, drafts or other orders for the payment of money, notes or

other evidence of indebtedness shall be issued in the name of the Corporation and shall be signed

by such officer or officers or agent or agents of the Corporation and in such manner as from time

to time shall be determined by the Board of Directors.

10.4 Deposits. All funds of the Corporation shall be deposited to the credit of the

Corporation in such banks, trust companies or other depositories as the Board of Directors may

approve.

I
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ARTICLE XI

Notice and Conduct of Meetings

11.1 WrittenNotice. Except as otherwise provided in these Bylaws, whenever written
notice is required to be given by any person under the provisions of any statute or these Bylaws,
it may be given by sending a copy thereof through the mail or overnight delivery or by hand

delivery, in each case with charges prepaid, or by facsimile confirmed by one of the foregoing

methods, to the individual's address appearing on the books of the Corporation or supplied by

the individual to the Corporation for the purpose of notice.

ll.2 Written Waiver of Notice. Whenever any written notice is required as set forth in
these Bylaws, a waiver thereof in writing signed by the person or persons entitled to such notice,

whether before or after the time stated therein, shall be deemed equivalent to the giving of such

notice.

1l.3 Waiver of Notice by Attendance. Attendance of a person in person at any

meeting shall constitute a waiver of notice of such meeting exiept when a person attends the
meeting for the express purpose of objecting to the transaction of any business because the
meeting has not been lawfully called or convened.

lI.4 Procedure. All meetings ofthe Board of Directors, the committees thereof and

the Regional Advisory Boards shall be conducted in an orderly manner with a view to affording
full and fair discussion of the matters properly before such meetings.

ARTICLE XII

Miscellaneous

l2.I No Contract Riehts. Except as specifically set forth in Sections 4.8, 9.3 and9.4,
no provision of these Bylaws shall vest any property or contract right in any person.

12.2 Corporate Seal. The Board of Directors shall prescribe the form of a suitable
corporate seal, which shall contain the firll rurme of the Corporation and the year and state of
incorporation.

12.3 Fiscal Year. The fiscal year of the Corporation shall end on such day as shall be

fixed by the Board of Directors, subject to approval by the Corporate Member.

ARTICLE XIII

Amendments

13.1 Amendments. These Bylaws may be altered, amended or repealed, or new
Bylaws may be adopted, (a) by proposal by the Board of Directors at any meeting of the Board
of Directors, subject to approval by the Corporate Member, by the vote of not less than seventy-

five percent (75%) of the directors present, but not less than a majority of the directors in office,
at arry such meeting, provided that notice of any proposed amendment or a swnmary thereof
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. shall have been given to each director not less than ten (10) days prior to the date of the meeting,

, I o by the ColPorate Member.
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EXHIBIT E



Below is a summary of the process that GT utilized to prepare projections related to WPAHS, and

the related assumptions.

GT's projections are based on WPAHS's (sometimes herein, the System) and Highmark's

collective development of an integrated delivery network to reduce the trend in the increase in the

cost of healthcare in Southwestem Pennsvlvania and reflect:

The continuation of Highmark's provider contracts with certain UPMC hospitals and

UPMC physicians through December 31,2014;

Highmark's ongoing affiliation efforts with doctors in Southwestern Pennsylvania;

The reopening of West Penn Hospital's Emergency Department and other services;

Productivity improvement and collaboration in the physician organizations; and

Other initiatives and extemal factors.

Projections of Patient Volume aqd Related Rgvenue

Future patient volumes and revenue were projected based on historical patient volume and revenue

and the estimated impact of the initiatives and external factors, including:

i. Physician Alignment - Highmark has undertaken a multi-year plan to develop

affiliations with a wide range of physicians across various specialties. This strategic

alignment is expected to supplement the System's physician organization and bring

expanded service offerings that drive financial growth at WPAHS.

Patient volumes were estimated based on an assessment of the likelihood of recruiting

specific doctors identified in the recruiting pipeline and recruiting plan. An analysis of

publicly available data was used to estimate the relevant financial metrics related to

o
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ii.

recruited doctors. This analysis was extended to encompass additional expected future

recruitment and hiring.

Physician Orgtnizilion (PO) - The tumaround strategies for WPAHS have identified

the WPAHS PO as a focus area. There are efforts underway to recruit additional

physicians and improve the productivity of the existing physicians, both of which should

increase the volume within WPAHS. Improved management of the PO and investments

in additional personnel and systems to improve internal communications and facility

utilization are expected to improve collaboration and increase productivity.

Historical data and industry benchmarks were used to estimate the potential increase in

patient volumes from these efforts.

West Penn Reopening - The Emergency Department of West Penn Hospital was

reopened in February 2012 and other services will return to West Penn Hospital within

the next year. The estimated incremental patient volumes from the reopening of the

Emergency Department and other services were projected based on historical

information.

Increased Competition - The projected negative effects of actions by competitors on

patient volume also were considered and estimated.

Highmark Product Changes - Anticipated volume changes associated with the

introduction of new insurance products were incorporated into the projections. As was

noted above, the projections assume that UPMC will not renew its contracts with

Highmark and access to certain UPMC facilities will be terminated effective

December 31,2014. Additional volume was incorporated into the projections due to

these UPMC facilities being out of Highmark's network at that time.

l1l.
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vi. Other Initiatives and Environmental Factors - Other factors which are expected to

have an effect on volumes also were identified and analyzed. These include changing

demographics in the relevant market and the effectiveness of the IDN in changing care

patterns, both of which are projected to have a negative effect on the volume at WPAHS.

Outpatient volumes were projected using the historical relationships of outpatient registrations to

inpatient discharges for each hospital.

In order to estimate the elfect on revenue of projected patient volumes, publicly available data and

data provided by WPAHS were reviewed for certain key components of revenue. These key

components greatly influence how projected patient volume is converted into revenue. Among the

key components were:

Payor Mix - Reimbursement rates for services performed vary based on whether the

payor is Medicare, Medicaid, commercial insurance providers, Medicare managed care

providers, Medicaid managed care providers or the patient. This payor mix is affected by

many factors including demographics, regulation and hospital or System initiatives. The

historical payor mix was reviewed, as were estimated changes to the mix based on certain

known or expected changes, including the Accountable Care Act as currently enacted.

Reimbursement Rates - For each class of payor, historical and anticipated rate changes

were used to project reimbursement rates for the projection period (note that changes in

govemment reimbursement, such as for Medicare and Medicaid, could differ materially

from the assumed changes).

Case Mix Index (CMI) - CMI is a commonly used industry metric which is used to

assess the severity, acuity or complexity of patient volume at a hospital. The higher the

CMI, the greater the reimbursement rates and related revenue received for providing care.

Historical CMI data for each hospital was analyzed to estimate the effect of anticipated

volume changes on CMI. Generally, CMI is projected to increase over time, as less acute

11.
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patients are managed outside of the hospital setting, resulting in a higher average acuity

within the hospital.

Projected net patient service revenue was estimated by applying the expected payor mix,

reimbursement rates and CMI to the projected inpatient and outpatient volume levels.

Other revenues related to certain governmental programs including DSH payments and potential

incentives for meaningful use of electronic health records were also included in the revenue

projections.

Projected Cqsts

An analysis was performed on the main drivers and components of costs and potential cost

savings. Among the key components analyzed were:

i. Salaries, wages and fringe benefits - The historical salaries and benefits for each

hospital or other business unit were analyzed to estimate the cost to provide care and

related support services for the projected patient volumes.

ii. Supplies/Drug Cost - WPAHS and Highmark have worked together to institute a new

purchasing program for supplies and drugs. It is anticipated that this new purchasing

progrurm, along with an increased management focus on costs, will result in near-term

cost savings which will be magnified further as volume increases. The potential savings

from these efforts are reflected in the projections.

iii. Case Mix Index - As described previously, changes to CMI based on the volume

initiatives were estimated. The estimated CMI was used as a component to derive the cost

to deliver care.



lV. Average Length of Stay - One of the primary metrics used to derive the cost of inpatient

care is the average length of stay for patients who are admitted to hospitals in the System.

The impact of the previously described patient volume initiatives on average length of

stay was estimated and incorporated in the projections. Average length of stay is

generally expected to increase slightly over the projection period.

Fixed and Variable Costs - The fixed and variable components of the System's cost

structure for each of the main cost drivers, such as salaries and supplies for each hospital

and business unit, including support services, were estimated. Fixed costs were increased

for expected inflation during the projection period. Variable costs were projected based

on incremental patient volumes and increased for expected inflation.

Depreciation and Amortization of Fixed Assets - The System plans to make significant

capital investments in infrastructure and technology. This investment is expected to

increase capacity and improve effrciency, communication and collaboration throughout

the System. Projected capital expenditures include both specifically-identified

invesfinents and, in later years, estimates of expenditures. Depreciation and amortization

are based on historical information, projected capital expenditures and estimated future

asset lives.

v.

vl.

vii. Interest Expense - Interest expense was projected based on WPAHS's historical and

projected debt levels, including existing and planned future loans from Highmark as

appropriate.

Summarv Conclusion

WPAHS is projected to continue to experience operating losses in fiscal year2013. The System is

projected to produce net income and have positive operating cash flow by fiscal year 2015, but

may still require a line of credit or other sources of cash flow to meet months with peak cash needs

associated with debt service payments.
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CombitdBalance Sheets

lnternaT-tJnaudttedPrciections
(hr Millions)

2O7Z 2Ot3 2074
-T-?,$a? T 6s1oJ $ 6,e46.5' Cash and Investrrents

Accounts Receivable

Pioperty and EquiPmenf, net

Goodwill. and Oiher Intangibles

Ofher Assets

TOTALASSFTS

Clairns Outstanding
Unearned Revenue

Otlrer Payables and Accwed Expenses

Benefit Plan Liabilities
Debt

TOTA-L LIABITITIES

TOTAI RESERIU-ES

TOTA-L LTABILITIES AND RXSERVES

2,350.7 2,505.5

1,084.3 7,447.0

1,001.5 1,015.9

2,558.6
r,662.9
1,031.1

zo15
g 7,374.8

2,390.6
1,585.3
7>O20.1

1,078.0

2016
$ 7,785.1

2,675.9
1,548.9
1,014.6
1,084.8ggg.3 . 1,011.5 1,050'8

J12 9r- -l--J2fi9e- -l-JLp7'e- l-!-9l4&g- --$-!Jq9'3-

2,403.O
345.3

2,\82.4
343.2

I,874.r

7,148.0

2,57t.7 2,635.3
358.2 378.2

2,235.4 2r26t.O
3s9.3 340.9

2,479.8 2,735.7
375.6 396.2

2,32O.O 2,343.2
343.4 336.8

1,828.4 l,go2.7 1,808-9 1,753'5

7 >353.0 7,518.1 7,327.7 7,565.4

. 5,258.5 5,497-6 5'797'8 6,121'! 6',543'9

-l-tz#s[- -3--J2J99s.- -!-J3p9C-- J--J341!s- -$--!Jge'l-

UIE
Combined Income Sfafemenf s

lnlmnal lJnaadited Projections
(InMillions)

2O1Z zols zot4 2075 2OL6

Total Revenue $ 5,610'7 $ 11'199'9 $ 18'962'8 g 19'74r'6 g 2o'232't

Toral Expenses i,iss's l''4-9^?'2 t8'445'8 18'501'7 19's19'o

Inconre (Loss) Before Inconte Taxes - e4'8) tAS'7- - 517'0 639'9 713'7

Inconre Tax Prrovision (Ber,efit) g'2 lt4'q 239'4 262'3 
' 't??"9'

Netrnconre(r.oss) _E -G") G-@-WE j--jal-

statelrlents do 
'ot 

i'clude fair value accounting in conjunction rvith the affiliation with wPAHs airdJRMC'
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